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In~titute

~<ere
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of Harine Science (VIHS), School of Harine

Science of the College of William and Hary.

In addition, some limited

activities assisting the project were funded through VIHS Sea Grant Harine
Advisory Services Program, e.g. some of the travel to fishing club meetings,
marinas, and meetings on artificial reef research/management issues.

Discussions of the study with persons at meetings of the Atlantic States
Harine Fisheries Commission's Artificial Reef Advisory Committee and the
Fourtl) International Conference on Artificial Habitats for Fisheries were
particularly beneficial in evaluating the study's results.

Some of the

preliminary findings of the study were shared with participants in the
latter meeting as part of a conference poster session on Virginia's
Artificial Reef Program lead by 11r. Hichael Heier, Fisheries Reef Hanager
for the Virginia Harine Resources Commission (VHRC).
Hr. Heier of the VHRC was particularly helpful in discussing various
aspects of the study throughout the project and readily supplied names of
fishermen to the researchers for inclusion in the study's sample population
of reef fishermen.
~<as

Hr. Jack Travelstead, Head of W!RC' s Fisheries Division

also most helpful through his role as overall administrator of

Virginia's
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rnarine 11 \.Jallop-Breaux. projects.

Of particular. assistance to the

project -v1as Hr. Travelstead's convening of a meeting in early June 1987
involving the principal invest:Lgator 1 Hr. Heier, and Dr. Dnvid Feigenbaum of
Old Dominion University.

Discussiorw of early results of the project

initiated the idea .for adding a quost:io:n to fishennon' s inte:rvim•JS
concerning their rating the overall quality of theix fishing experiences on
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wreck/reef sites..

This information proved to be extremely helpful to the

researchers in evaluating circumstances at sites which contributed to good
or bad fishing experiences.

In addition to participating in the described

meeting, Dr. Feigenbaunj has proven helpful on other occasions throughout the
study with regard to exchanging ideas on various aspects of the study.
The data analysis and preparation of report tables could not have been
completed without the tireless dedication of Ms. Nancy Chartier and
Mr. Edward Heist, Graduate Assistants in VUIS Department of Marine Advisory
Services.

Both individuals made significant contributions to the project

and its final report.

A similar contribution to the project 1ms made by Ms.

Maxine Butler, Secretary in Vll1S Department of Marine Advisory Services.

In

addition to her many diverse and difficult duties, Ms. Butler found the
energy and patience to rework the numerous drafts of the project report and
to produce the final copy for printing.

Her assistance, like that of Ms.

Chartier and Mr. Heist, was critical to the successful completion of the
project.

The VU!S Report Center assisted with portions of the draft report.

The final report was printed by Ms. Sylvia Motley of VU!S Print Shop.

Ms.

Cheryl Teagle, Office Services Supervisor of the Department of Marine
Advisory Services, and Ms. Jane Lopez of VU!S Finance Office provided
administrative assistance to the project.
Numerous Virginia fishing clubs and marina/tackle shop operators helped
the researchers identify ·wreck and reef fishermen utilizing certain
artificial reef sites.

The Deltaville Fishing and Conservation Club

major assistance to the project.

\•Jas

of

In addition to providing names of its

members 'i'lho fished the Gwynn Island Test Reef, the Club ,<JJ.so printed signs
displayed at locr:tl businesses encouraging G\•rynn Island reef fishermen· to

establish contact with the Club and/or VTHS researchers to become

i
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incorporated into the sample population of fishermen for the project.

Hr.

James 1-lharton, club president, Hr. Gene Sidoli, Captain Tabb Justis, and Hr.
Pat \-Iatson >mre particularly helpful in spreading the word on the
researchers' need to identify fishermen utilizing the Gwynn Island Reef
site.

Hr. Wharton also graciously invited the researchers to join him on a

fishing trip to the reef, an experience which helped the researchers better
interpret interview information obtained from fishermen during the study.
Other individuals, fishing clubs, organizations and businesses that
~Vent

out of their way to assist the project l.n identifying fishermen were

the following:

the Virginia Salt>mter Fishing Tournament in providing

addresses of certified >leigh stations for distributing flyers on the study
(Appendix A) ; Mr. Dee Johnson and l1r. Bruce Easley of the Peninsula
Salt,mter Sport Fisherman's Association;

Hessrs. Roy Cahoon and George

Cooper, Sr. of the Portsmouth Anglers Club; Mr. John 1'/etlaufer of the
Virginia Anglers Club; Captain Charlie Hard of the Virginia Charter Boat
Association;

!1r. Carl Herring and Hr. Herb Gordon, president and secretary

respectively of the Virginia Federation of Anglers, and Hr. Chuck Traub of
the Virginia \Hldlife Federation for reprinting articles on the project in
their publications; Hr. Chuck Guthrie of Lynnhaven

~Iarine

Center in Virginia

Beach; Hr. Chris Plakas of \1alden Brothers Marina in Deltaville;

~!r.

Robert

Reiner of Chesapeake Cove l1arina l.n Deltavl.lle; Hr. Hayne Pulley of Pulley
~Iarine

on GHynn Island; l1r. R. S. Ed,•lards of EdHards

~Iarine

Railway on G'qnn

Island; Hs. Gay 11ebster of the New Point Campground in HatheHs County; Hr.
vlarren Cobb, Ns. Naney Cobb and the entire Cobb family, owners of Cobb's
l1arina on Little Creek In Norfolk; Captain Fred Feller of the Virginia Beach
F:i.sh:i.ng Center; Captains Randy Lewis and Robert Fate of the l~achap:reague
Harina; Captain Gordon Eastlake, chartering out o:f VJachapreague; Captains
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Otis Asal and Donald Stiles, charter captains Harking out of Kings Creek
Marina in Cape Charles; Mr. Tom Armstrong of Boat U.S. in Virginia Beach;
and Mr. Leigh Tighe of the Tidetvater Sea Urchins dive club for numerous
observations on tautog and seabass movements on offshore reef sites.
listing does not include all of those individuals
encouraging

~;reck

~;ho

This

helped the project by

fishermen to participate in the data gathering process.

To such persons, as

~;ell

as to those specifically mentioned,

~;e

ot<e a debt

of gratitude for their contribution to the study.
Special mention must be made of the assistance provided the researchers
Mathe~;s

County.

to everyone who fishes the Gwynn Island Test Reef site, Mr.

Ed~;ards

by Mr. L. T. "Curley" Edwards of North, Virginia in

Known

graciously invited the researchers to his home to discuss productive fishing
techniques he utilizes in his almost daily trips to the reef site during the
fishin~

season.

Mr. Edwards also alerted other anglers using the Gwynn

Island reef to the researchers need for information, thereby helping
significantly in familiarizng fishermen

~;ith

the study.

Regardless of how

things were going for him at the time, Hr. Edwards always shared information
t·li th the researchers about how the Gwynn Island Reef was performing for
local fishermen.

The research team owes Hr.

Ed~;ards

a debt of gratitude for

the unselfish amount of time and assistance he provided the project.
In a similar manner, most of the fishermen intervie,·md during the

project gave freely of not only their catch information but also of their
time in providing useful information about fishing situations they
experienced on various Nrecks and artificial reefs.

Hhile the latter

Information ·was impossible to quantify, :i.t provided a very use:ful frame\vork
for researchers to use in evaluating some of t:he project:' s t·esul ts.

special

11

-A

thank you 11 is due to all fishermen who provided their names for use

v

in the project's sample population of wreck/reef fishermen, as '"ell as to
those who were interviewed during the course of the season.

The study could

not have been done without their willingness to assist the researchers in
quantifying fishing activity on Virginia's wreck/reef sites.

This-worFTs a result of research sponsored In part by the National Sea
Grant College Program of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, under Grant NO. NA81AA-D·· 00025
to the Virginia Graduate Harine Science Consortium and the Virginia Sea
Gran't College Program. ThH U.S, Government is authorized to produce and

distribute reprints for governmental purposes notwithstanding any copyright
notation that may appear hereon.
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INTRODUCTION

Recreational fishing opportunities in Virginia for species associated
with hard bottom habitats such as natural oyster reefs and/or man-made
structures have been enhanced since the early 1970's through an artificial
reef construction program coordinated by the Virginia Harine Resources
GoMnission (VHRG).

This program evolved under the CoMUission in response to

private interests initiating reef development projects beginning as early as
1959.

As more interest developed in establishing reef sites there became a

growing need for state assistance in coordinating permits and the placement
of reef materials on subaqueous bottoms under the jurisdiction of the
C01runommalth and the federal government (Lucy, 1983a, Heier et al., 1985).
Virginia's growing artificial reef program led the VHRC to contract "'ith Old
Dominion University (ODD) for a three year study (1983-85) of potential reef
sites in Chesapeake Bay and offshore waters. The study effort provided an
assessment of two test reef sites established inside Chesapeake Bay and one
site offshore lvachapreague on the Eastern Shore.

The test reef sites were

monitored by researchers using rod and reel fishing techniques designed to
compare the results of fishing effort on each reef site and adjacent
11

control 11 areas not containing reef materials.

(Feigenbaum, 1984;

Feigenbaum et al., l985a; Feigenbaum ot al., 1985b; Feigenbaum and !Hair,
1986),

As part of the study, recornmendations wore made for future

artificial reef development in Virginia (Feigenbaum and lllair, 1986).
This project :Ls intended to complement the previous study, establishing
a data base of recreational fishennen 1 s catch Huccoss rates on major reef
sites.

By systematically collecting and

analy~ing

catch and effort data

from recreational fisherlllen utilizing the reef sites, as vrell as recording

l

observations about;: how the reefs are most effectively fished, researchers
seek to provide the VMRC with information that will assist in better
placement and design of productive reef sites.

This study will also help

document current use patterns and the relative popularity of various reef
sites among recreational fishermen.

OBJECTIVE

The basic objective of the study \•las to identify a core population of
recreational fishermen owning private boats and fishing one or more Virginia
artificial reef sites (Fig. 1) with some degree of regularity (making a
minim4m of two to three reef trips per season).
expanding population of fishing boat

o~1ners

This developing and

was to be sampled randomly, by

either telephone or fishing log books, to determine fishing effort and catch
rates characterizing trips made to specific reef sites during the 1987
fishit)g season.

Examination of the resulting data 1•/ould provide a basis for

determining whether all, or only a limited nwnber of reef sites, could be
successfully monitored during the study's second year.

Based upon results

of the first year's project, the study's methodology 1·1ould be retained
and/or modified during the second year to collect additional data on fishing
success rates at various reef sites.

A chart showing the locations of Virginia's three test reef sites and
four. major reefs ,.,as printed, ineluding tlH:~ listing of LORAN C coord:f.nates
of major m.:.:tterials on each site.

On the reverse side of the ehart were

2.

Fig. l.

Locations of artificial reefs and other major fishing sites targeted by
wreck and reef fishermen during 1987 (adapted from Feigenbaum and Blair, 198&) ·

spaces for reef and

~;reck

~;i.th

fishermen to provide VIMS researchers

their

names, mailing addresses and telephone numbers, in order to assist with the
reef study (Appendix A).

These charts, with associated

~;reck

fishermen

identification forms on the back, were sent to major salt1•1ater fishing clubs
of coastal Virginia, requesting that they encourage
members to participate in the study.

~;reck

and reef fishing

In addition, the charts,

~;ith

stamped

return envelopes, were sent to'rnajor marinas in the port areas serving

artificial reef sites and to the majority of official

~;eigh

certified by the Virginia Saltwater Fishing Tournament.

stations

In addition to

these efforts the researchers addressed fishing clubs, visited docking and
launching facilities, promoted the st:udy at the Virginia Sport Fishermen's
Forum (Feb. 1987), prepared

ne~;s

releases for major metropolitan

ne~;spapers

(Appendix B), and highlighted the need for fishermen's participation in the
study in VIMS "Marine Resource Bulletin" (a quarterly
circulation of over 6,800) (Appendix C).

ne~;sletter

with

Through these various techniques a

population of boat-ol'lning reef and

~;reck

fishermen '"as established for

sampling purposes of the project.

From experience gained »ith studies of

the offshore recreational pelagic fishery (Bochenek et al., 1988; Lucy et
al; 1988), it >ms determined that the identified population of fishermen
~;ould

best be sampled using a random telephone interview technique.

T1vo week (lll day) random telephone sampling "wave date" intervals Here
established for the general reef and wreck sampling program, \'lith the first

random telephone calls made on April 13··15 for the fishing (sampli.ng)· period
of Harch 30-Apri.I 12.

Each sampling period extended from Honday through the

second >mekend of the two week time frame.

Two

<mekends, the time of most

private boat fishing activity, were covered in each telephone sample.

For

each sampling period a random selection of letters was made from the
alphabet using a random numbers table.

These letters were used to determine

from which alphabetical group of fishermen's names interviewees >Oould be
selected.

Fishermen's names >Oere then randomly chosen from >Oithin each

group of last names beginning with the randomly selected letter.

Calls were

made to the 25-30 randomly selected fishermen until 20 fishermen had been
reached.

Hhen contacted, fishermen were asked about reef or wreck fishing

trips they might have taken aboard their boat during the specified sampling
period.

Telephone calls were predominately made in the evenings to home

telephone nwnbers supplied by the study participants, but calls were also
made to work locations during the day, whenever such numbers were provided
by fishermen.

All calls were generally completed on Hondays through

Hednesdays of the week immediately following the sampling period.
If contacted fishermen could adequately recall catch data on reef or
wreck fishing trips made prior to the specified fishing period, these trips
were recorded as "non-wave-date" recall trips and the data included with
that obtained for the earlier sampling period in question.

Such trips

helped to supplemcmt the small total number of artificial reef trips
generally accounted for in each sampling period and provided broader
coverage of numerous non-reef trw:r:eck 11 and "Chesapeake Bay-Bridge Tunnel 11
trips made by fishermen.

By collecting data on both artificial reef and other "wreck" trips,
some comparison of catch r<Jtes at both types of sites could be made.

For

the general survey beginning in April, fishermen's names ·were not reused in

the telephone sampling list fot· at least one month.

5

This reduced the number

of repetitive calls to the same fishermen, while also helping to insure that
the majorl.ty of the population of identified fishermen would be contacted at
least once during the fishing season (Bochenek et al., 1988).

Special Sampling Program for G•rvnn Island Test Reef Site

The Gwynn Island Test Reef Site ,ms of special interest to researchers
because of the relatively poor catch rate performance rating it received in
the Old Dominion University study (Feigenbaum et al., 1985a; Feigenbaun1 and
Blair, 1986).

The study results contrasted with reports from fishermen in

the local area indicating that the site was fairly popular, producing
reasonable catches of trout and spot during the summer months and some
tautog in the fall (Feigenbaum et al., 1985a; Deltaville Fishing and
Conservation Club, personal con@unication).
Telephone interviews for the first four general sampling periods, a
total of 80 fishermen, produced no trl.ps taken to the Gwynn Island Test
Reef.

Researchers were concerned that sufficient data would not be

obtained during the season to document catch trends at this particular reef.
A sampling strategy was designed to address this concern.

Vlith assistance

from the Deltaville Fishing and Conservation Club and marina operators and
tackle shops in the Deltaville-Gwynn Island-Hathews County area, a more
concerted effort 'Was i.nltlatecl to identify a larger number of boat m·lners

fishing the Gwynn Island 'l'est Reef.

A random telephone sampling of ten such

fishermen per two-week period was begun June 1--3 for tho sampling (fishing)
period Hay 18<31, a schedule that alternated this special sampling effort
with the general sampling schedule initiated for all reef sites beginning in

April.

6

Because the population of

G~rynn

Island fishermen I•Tas small, especially

at the beginning of the newly established special sampling program, names of
such fishermen '"ere only withheld from the random drawing of names for one
sampling period before being put back into the Gwynn Island Reef population
of fishermen.

"G~rynn

The designated

Island fishermen" were also left in the

total population of fishermen from '"hich random interviews continued to be
made in the general sampling effort for all reef sites.

This provided the

opportunity at the end of the season to compare the size of resulting data
sets (number of usuable interviews) recorded for the Gwynn Island Test Reef
site from the two distinctive sampling efforts.

The revised sampling

protocol was continued throughout the study into November (last fishing
period sampled was November 2-15).
Regarding fishing trips to the

G~rynn

Island Test Reef, particular care

was taken by researchers to include in the analysis only trips during which
fishing activity was either concentrated directly on the reef materials or
within approximately 325 yards (approximately 300 meters) of the reef's
periphery.

Bohnsack and Sutherland (1985), in their review paper on reef

research, indicated that the

11

enhanced fishing zone 11 around reefs was

generally accepted as being 200-300 meters wide for midwater and surface
fishes and up to 100 meters wide for benthic fishes.

Since both categories

of fish Here caught at tlw site, the 325 yard zone concept was utilized in
determining 1•1hich recorded trips, although occurring in the vicinity of the
reef, should not be considered strictly '1 reef'' trips for purposes of the
study's analysis.

As expected, reef fishermen sometimes had difficulty

estimating how far a1my from the reef (two buoys) they fished.

As

researchers interviewed fishermen and explained the distance problem -and its
importance, fishormen became more attuned to the study's requirements and

7

more precise in describing the >mys in which they fished the reef site,
including estimating distances fished from the reef.

Data Collected

In both sampling programs records of fishing effort (number of fishing
trips) were maintained for each sampling period and basic catch data
recorcted for each reef and wreck fishing trip adequately recalled (see
telephone interview instr1unent, Appendix D).
~<ere

Concerning catches, fishermen

&sked to list what fish(es) they 1•1ere trying to catch (targeted

species), all types of fish caught, the number kept and released of each
species, and the estimated average
species.

~<eight

of fish kept and released by

In early July, a question rating the overall quality of each

fishil)g trip experience

~<as

added to the telephone interview instrument as a

result of discussions with the project coordinator, Hr. Jack Travelstead of
VHRC.

Since the recall periods were only 14-18 days long, the majority of

fishermen contacted responded quickly and in excellent detail to the
interviei•Jer • s questions.
~<hen

Interviewing l•ms terminated in late November 1987

weathtor consistently prevented fisher.·men from making reef or 1·1reck

fishing trips and the majority of such fishermen indicated they were
"finished fishing for the season".

Since data recorded for Gwynn Island

Test Reef fishing trips was eolleeted in the same random manner for both the
general sampling program ( 1!1 t1:ips) and special program ( 1,6 trips), the data
sets were combined (60 trips) for the comprehensive monthly and seasonal
antilysis of the Gwynn Island site

pr:HsentE~d

section of the report.

8

in the special sampling program

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the fall months of 1986 through early spring, efforts

~;·ere

concentrated on identifying a cross section of primarily private boat
fishermen who wreck fished and included artificial reefs, to some degree, in
their fishing activities.

Mailings to fishing clubs, marinas and certified

Virginia Saltwater Fishing Tournament weigh stations produced the bulk of
the population of fishermen identified.

The study population numbered

approximately 125 individuals at the beginning of the telephone interview
effort in early April.

Throughout the year, television talk show interviews

on the project, newspaper articles hy outdoor writers, and growing contacts

with wreck fishermen as the study progressed, continued to add fishermen to
the study population.

By the end of 1987 the population of identified wreck

fishermen, from which individuals could be randomly sampled, had increased
to approximately 250.

Of this population, 66 fishermen were designated as

concentrating their fishing efforts on the Gwynn Island Test Reef site.

Gener')l Sampling Prqg.ram for 11aj or Hr.,ck/Reef Locations

The results of the general sampling effort indicated that wreck/reef
fishing effort was largely directed towards a limited number of popular
sites.

Nine major fishing sites 1vere targeted by the majority of fishermen

in the sample population (Table 1). Of 119 fishing trips recorded from the
general telephone interview sampling effort, 93 (78%) trips targeted these
sites, including the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel (CBBT), largest of the
11 artificial

reefs 11 existing in Virginia v1aters (Figure 1).

The popul-arity

of the Bridge Tunnel eomplex, and its accessibility from lower Chesapeake
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Bay launching facilities, resulted in this site being fished more frequently
than any other 1•1reck or artificial reef site (22.7% of all trips and 22.4%
of all fishing effort/rod hours recorded in the interview sampling).
Fishing trips to the CBBT's third island, supporting the southern end of the
most

north>~ard

tunnel section, accounted for almost half of the structure's

fishing activity.

Distribution of Fishing Effort and Characteristics of Fishing Trips

The most popular wreck/reef fishing sites ranking behind the CBBT were
the G>rynn Island Test Reef site (11.8% of all recorded trips and 10.5% of
all fishing effort/rod hours); the Triangle Wrecks area (all trips
combined), including the Liberty Ships placed on the site by VMRC (10.1% of
all trips and 13,5% of all fishing effort/rod hours); and the Chesapeake
Light Tower Reef, one of the oldest of Virginia's artificial reefs (Lucy,
1983a; Meier et al., 1985) (9.2% of all trips and 8.0% of all fishing
effort/rod hours) (Table 1).

Activity directed strictly at the Triangle

\olreck's Liberty Ships, accounting for one third of trips to the Triangle
Hrecks area, was analyzed separately from the area's other wrecks, since the
Liberty Ships technically constituted the "artificial reef" element of the
overall site,
The popularity ranking of the previously mentioned sites is attributed
to their access (proximity to launching facilities and ease in locating them

on the '"ater), Hord-of··mouth popularity, and the distribution of fishing
area preferences of fishermen in the study's sample population.

The special

effor:t to identify fishermen tf.lrgeting the G\vynn Island Test Reef site, for
purposes of condueting a more intensive sampling of fishing activity
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associated with the site, resulted in approximately 25% of the total sample
population being "Gwynn Island Reef" fishermen.

The popularity of the G1qnn

Island Reef \<as, therefore, somewhat positively biased in the general
sampling program.
Comparing the ranking of the targeted sites, in terms of actual number
of trips versus fishing effort (rod hours fished), indicated no major change
in ranking between the two effort measurements except for the Triangle
Wrecks (non-Liberty Ships) area.

Slightly longer average time spent fishing

on these 1·1recks per trip (5, 8 hours per trip) (Table 2) resulted in the area
moving up to fourth place in terms of rod hours fished, compared to its
sixth place ranking l.n number of trips.
The 26 remaining fishing trips not accounted for'by the targeted
fishing areas listed in Table 1 were spread among 14 wreck, structure (e.g.
the Cell), or artificial reef sites, approximately half of which were in the
Bay and half offshore.

Only t1w trips l•mre recorded in the overall season's

sampling effort for the Cape Charles Test Reef site and no trips were
recorded for the Parramore Test Reef site, located inshore of the older
Parramore Artificial Reef approximately four nautical miles offshore
Hachapreague Inlet (Fig. 1).

This latter site lost some of its tire module

units in 1984-85 (Feigenbaum and Blair, 1986) and, not being recently
buoyed, has been difficult to locate for fishermen (H. Heier, VHRC, personal
conununication), The Cape Charles Test Reef site, having been inconsistently
buoyed, has also proven difficult to loeate for some fishermen.

In

addition, interference with and/or slight variation in LORAN C signals in
the lower Bay seemed to contribute to fishermen having difficulty locating
the Cape Charles Test Reef (H. Heier, VHRC, personal communicat:Lon) ...
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Basic characteristics of fishing trips targeting the most frequently
fished

"~<reck/reef"

locations indicated a slightly longer mean fishing time

per trip (5.4-5.8 hours fished) for trips to the Triangle Hrecks areas,
located approximately thirty nautical miles offshore (Table 2).

Compared to

trips targeting more inshore locations such as the Bridge Tunnel (4.4-4.8
hours fished), and even sites moderately far offshore such as the Chesapeake
Light

To~<er

Reef (3.4-3.7 hours fished), trips to the Triangle Hrecks were

characterized by longer average fishing periods.

Slightly higher numbers of

anglers per trip (3.3-3.6 anglers) at the Triangle Hreck site, together with
the greater mean fishing time per trip, resulted in the mean fishing effort
(rod hours) per trip at the site being greater (17.5-20.0 rod hours) than
for any other targeted fishing areas.

Statistical comparisons of fishing

effort were not made because of the small sample sizes involved.
The last column of the Table 2 indicates the mean number of boats
estimated to have been fishing simultaneously on the reef or wreck site
during a given captain's trip to the site.

The initial estimates of "other

boats fishing" on the site were each increased by one boat (see question on
interview instrument, Appendix D), thereby also accounting for the boat
whose captain provided the estimate.

The values are obviously affected by

captains' abilities to accurately estimate

ho~<

many different boats fished a

site during his/her own fishing time in the area.

The estimates are also

affected by differences in captains' opinions as to which boats wit:hin sight
1·1ere actually fishing the wreck or reef in question.

\Hthin thcose

limitations, ho·wever, and considering gut dance provided during the interview
process ·whereby only those boats aetually in

11

close 11 proximity to the site

were to be included in estimates, the observations provide a relat:i.ve" index

of fishing activity on the major wreck/reef sites included in the study.
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The Bay Bridge Tunnel led all other locations in mean boats fishing the
site per fishing day,

The CBBT estimates are likely low, ho1·1ever, since the

approximately 17 mile long structure and its curving configuration prohibit
accurate estimates of the total number of boats fishing the site at any
given time, e.g. boats may be out of sight behind one of the four tunnel
islancls, out of sight at the far end of the complex, etc.

Taking counting

problems into account, the relative index indicated roughly similar levels
of mean daily fishing activity (mean boats fishing per day) at the Triangle
Hrecks (non-Liberty Ships) and the Gwynn Island Test Reef sites (5.3 boats
fishit)g per day compared to 6.1 boats per day respectively, with similar
numbers of observations).

The well-known Cape Henry \-'reeks at the mouth of

the Chesapeake Bay received l01;er levels of fishing trip activity than the
G~<ynn

Island site,

~<hile

rate of fishing pressure.

the Chesapeake Light Tower Reef received a higher
The

ne~<est

Virginia reef site, the

Oceanvim</Little Creek Reef in the l01•1er Bay off Norfolk (Fig. 1), appeared
to support as many boats per day as the G1qnn Island site, but the number of
observations at the former site

~<ere

quite limited (only three trip

interviews).
The fishing activity index value obviously reflects both the popularity
of a site (ho1·1 accessible and consistently productive it is), as well as the
number of boats the site can practically support per day.

This latter

factor is a result of the size of the reef, the physical distribution of its
materials, and hm•T the site can he fi.shed, e.g. being able to anch01._., drift,
or troll the slte nccording to the customary practices of fishermen using

it.
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Catch Trends and Quality Rating of Fishing Trips

Tautog and Seabass Catches

Virginia fishermen fishing wrecks, artificial reefs, and other
structures principally target tautog (Tautog onitis), and seabass
(Centropristis striata), on offshore reefs and, to a lesser extent, seek the
same species, sometimes more so in the cooler months of spring and fall, at
sites in the lower Bay.

During 1987 fishermen customarily fishing popular

offshore wrecks and reefs early in the season reported poor catches of
tautog and seabass, when catches 1·1ere normally expected to be good (Capt. C.
Ward, and C. Bain, personal communications).
fresh~ater

A cool spring and heavy

runoff from Chesapeake Bay was felt to be negatively influencing

offshore 1•1reck fishing (Capt. C. Ward and C. Bain, personal conununications).
Relatively cold bottom water on the continental shelf, even for inshore
areas, can also result 1•1hen prevailing westerly winds blow surface

~mter

offshore, causing upwelling and inshore movement of colder continental slope
'"ater (R. Ganunisch, personal communication) .

Unusually cold and murky water

was re;ported by recreational divers on the bottom in the vicinity of the
Chesapeake Light To1"er during late spring
personal communication).

(~lay

30-31) (Capt. C. Hard,

During a side scan sonar survey of the Light Tower

Reef site in !1ay 1987, dense (cold) '"ater l•ms noted on the sonar readout (R.
Gammisch, personal communication) and checking bottom temperatures Hith a

reversing thermometer indicated the bottom 1·mter to he approximately lr2-1,3
degrees F compared to surface water temperatures around 56 degrees F (C.

1'/arcl, personal communci.ation).

These conditions may have contributed to

somewhat lm•Ter than normal spring catch rates for tautog and seabass at some

of the popular wreck/reef sites (Table 3).

Particularly for tautog, with

spring catches constituting the bulk of the season's catches, catch rates
were considerably reduced for 1987 (130 Virginia citations for fish weighing
a minimum of nine pounds compared to 390 citations in 1986) (C. Bain,
personal communication; VSFT, 1987).
Mean tautog catches ranged from 0.03 fish per rod hour at the Gwynn
Island Test Reef to 1.4 fish per rod hour at the third island of the Bay
Bridge Tunnel.

No tautog trips

~1ere

recorded in the spring and summer

months for the G'rynn Island site, only for late October and November (see
Table 14 and later section on special G'rynn Island sampling effort).

This

helped explain why the site produced such small catches for the season as a
whole (Table 3).

Comparable to tautog catches at the CBBT third island,

catches elsewhere along the Bridge Tunnel complex averaged 1. 0 fish per rod
hour.

The Tugboat \olreck site off Cape Henry produced tautog catch rates of

1.3 fish per rod hour while the Chesapeake Light Tower Reef provided catch
rates of 0.8 fish.

The Triangle 1'/recks exhibited low catch rates of 0.2 per

tautog per rod hour and a relatively high release rate of fish (37% on nonLiberty Ship wrecks and 26% for all trips combined).

The only location with

a higher release rate ,.ms the Chesapeake Light Tower (the
itself), where only half as many trips (6

compar<~d

to~mr

structure

to 12) resulted in 82% of

all tautog caught being released, the released fish weighing generally less
than one pound.
Of tau tog kept, average ·weights ranged from 2. 0 pounds at the G\vynn

Island site (no "small 11 fish ·were taken, therefore a zero release rate) to

3.9 pounds on the Triangle

\-Jreck~Libcrty

Ships (no "small" fish taken as

indicated hy a zero release rat<e) ("fable 3).
for the Cape Charles Test Reef was a

11

One of the t"'o trips recorded

tau tog" trip ·v1hich produced a mean
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catch rate for tautog of 0.9 fish per rod hour.

All fish were kept,

averaging 3.0 pounds each in weight.
Seabass catch rates also appeared somewhat lm; at the targeted fishing
areas, ranging from 0.1 fish per rod hour at the G';ynn Island site to 2. 4
fish per rod hour at the Triangle \>]reck-Liberty Ships.

As with tautog, no

seabass catches were recorded at the Oceanvim< Reef, but trips to the site
recorded in the sampling effort occurred just before and after the site was
enhanced ,.,ith 40 large concrete igloos (approximately 7 feet tall with an
outside diameter of 9 feet at base).

Some tautog were caught on the site by

a few anglers in the fall (M. Meier, VHRC, personal communication).

In

contrast to seabass catches on other sites, the Parramore Reef produced
catches of 10.0 fish per rod hour.

Unfortunately, only four trips were

recorded in the sampling effort, making it impossible to know whether this
catch rate was typical for the site over the entire season.

Seabass catch

rates were two to ten times as great as those for tautog at the Gwynn Island
Test ll.eef, the Chesapeake Light Tmver Reef, Cape Henry Hrecks, Chesapeake
Light Tower (structure only), and both portions of the Triangle \'lrecks
(Liberty Ships and non-Liberty Ships) (Table 3).

At most fishing sites,

more small seabass were caught and released in comparison to tautog catches.
Host seabass kept by fishermen '·mighed 1-2 pounds each.

Combined catch

rates of tautog and seabass ranged from 0.1 fish per rod hour at Gwynn
Island to 3.4 fish per rod hour at the Triangle Hrecks (Liberty Ships).

The

Oceanview and Par:t'amore Reef sites wet'e the exception to these catch rates,

exhiqiting respective catches of

~ero

For combined catches of these species,

and 10.1 tautoe-seabass per rod hour.
rt~leasc

rates ranged from 11 · 33% at:

most fishing sitc~s, \•lith Gwynn Island exhibiting a 67% release rate due to
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only small seabass (0.4 pounds each) being caught and all being released
(Table 3) .
For those fishing areas where tautog and seabass 1·1ere among the
principal targeted species for the entire fishing season (CBBT-third island,
Cape Henry Wrecks, Tugboat Wreck, Chesapeake Light Tower Reef, Triangle
Wrecks (all trips combined), and the Parramore Reef) the mean quality rating
of the fishing experience for the trips recorded ranged from 2.0 to 3.7.
Since tautog and seabass were the most often sought species at these sites,
the quality rating largely reflects fishermen's satisfaction with catches of
these species.

A rating of one (1) indicates that the overall fishing

experience for the day

viaS

rated "poor", two (2) indicates "fair", three (3)

"good", four (4) "very good", and five (5) "excellent" (Table 3, footnote
c).

The Chesapeake Light 'fm<er Reef exhibited the lowest mean fishing trip

quality rating of 1. 0, l<hile the Triangle Wreck-Liberty Ships (only four
trips) received an excellent rating of 5.0.
one or two captains

intervie>~ed

In both cases, however, only

provided quality rating responses.

Spot, Croaker and Gr"ay Trout Catches

As expected, spot (Leistomus xanthuru2_), croaker (Hicropogonias

undulatus), and gray trout (Cynosion

~is)

were primarily eaught only at

wreck/reef fishing areas in the mouth of the Bay and further up the estuary
(Table 4).

Catch rates for spot and croaker ranged from 0.0 to 5,1, fish per

rod hour, with trout exhibiting catches of 0.0 to 0.9 fish per rod hour.
Tho lowest catch rates for spot were at the CBBT (third island), where only
tau tog, seabass and flounder were t;n:geted, and the Oceanvim•l Reef, -where
none were caught,

The Gwynn Island Test Reef ptooducod the highest mean
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catch rates for spot (2. 9 fish per rod hour).

l•n1ile only one croaker was

included in GBBT (third island) catches, 125 fish were caught in t1qo trips
on the Oceanview Reef (Table 6), producing the highest catch rate for
croaker among all areas from which trips were recorded (Table 4).
Significant numbers of gray trout were recorded only in catches for trips
made to non"third island areas of the GBBT and the Gwynn Island Test Reef.
Only one or two trout occurred in catches recorded at the Gape Henry Wrecks
and CBBT (third island) (Table 6).

Virginia Saltwater Fishing Tournament

citation records for gray trout (12 pound minimum) demonstrated a 75% drop
in trout citations for 1987 (55) compared to 1986 (168) (VSFT, 1987).
Lo1•er catch rates of each of the sciaenid species at the CBBT (third
island), compared to trips to other areas of the complex, were also
reflected in the mean catch rates for all three species combined.

Combined

spot, croaker, and trout catches at the CBBT (third island) 1•ere 0. 01 fish
per rod hour, while combined catch rates for other areas of the Bridge
Tunnel 1•1ere 3.4 fl.sh per rod hour (Table 3).

These catch rates >mre

primarily indicative of fishermen's species preferences and fishing
techniques, these being different when fishing the various segments of the
CBBT complex.

Over 80% of the fishing trips recorded for the GBBT (third

island) targeted tautog, with flounder the only additional target species
mentioned.

Target specles specified for trips to

otlu~r

sections of the CBBT

complex were much more varied, including trips for trout, trout-spot-croaker
and tautog,

flounder-spot-croaker,

Croaker, spot or trout

~vere

seabass-taut:og, and tautog only.

targeted in over 50% of the

tau tog along '"i th other spec los in 30% of tho trips, and

30% of the trips.
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rt~corded
11

trips,

tau tog only 11 in

In comparing species preference patterns between the Gwynn Island Test
Reef, Bridge Tunnel (previously described), and the Cape Henry Hrecks,
fishermen targeted seabass or tautog in over 60% of the trips and king
mackerel in 33% of the trips to the latter site.

In contrast G"1ynn Island

reef fishermen targeted tautog in the spring (May) and fall (late October
into November), then shifted their efforts almost totally to spot, croaker
and/or trout from June through early October (Table 12).

Flounder were also

sought by fishermen at the site during October, but no catches were recorded
in trip interviews.
Catch rates for trout at Gwynn Island appeared to be slightly less than
those experienced at the CBBT (non-third island) areas, but variation in
catches at the bridge tunnel was quite large (Table 4).

Unlike spot, with

kept fish 1qeighing more on the average at the CBBT (1. 0 lb.) than at Gwynn
Island (0.8 lb.), "keeper" trout were almost equal in average weight at both
sites (2.0-2.2 lbs.).

Similarity in weights of trout caught at the two

sites was also indicated by similar release rates for the species at each
location (49% at the CBBT third island and 41% at G1qynn Island).

Higher

spot catch rates at Gwynn Island countered relatively higher croaker catch
rates at the CBBT (non-third island trips), the result being that combined
spot-croaker-trout catch rates for the two areas Here similar (3.4 fish per
rod hour for CBBT non-third island trips and 3.6 fish per rod hour for Gwynn
Island) (Table lr).

In light: of their

lm;

catch rates, bluefish

C!'g!JliLtQJn()US. l'lillt_atd.x)

flounder (fg.rali£htlLY.§. .Pe~nt§tU_$_) were almost incidental eatches at: those
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and

sites where catches occurred, although flounder were mentioned occasionally
as targeted species for trips to the CBBT, G>rynn Island Test Reef and the
Oceanview Reef.

Flounder were only recorded in catches for trips to the

CBBT, the mean catch rates for the season being low (0.1 fish per rod hour)
(Table 5).

Bluefish were never targeted by wreck fishermen in any of the

trip interviews.

A few bluefish were caught at the CBBT, the Chesapeake

Light Tower Reef, the Cape Henry 1'/recks, the Triangle Wrecks, and the
Chesapeake Light Tower, with mean seasonal catch rates being 0.006 to 0.3
fish per rod hour.

The fish were generally sought by fishermen targeting

seabass, trout, or flounder at the CBBT; seabass or tautog at the Light
Tower Reef; king mackerel at the Cape Henry 1'/recks; and amberjack at the
Triangle Hrecks, as well as at the Chesapeake Light Tower.

Virginia

citations for bluefish (16 pound minimum weight) declined almost 75% from
those registered the previous year while flounder citations (six pound
minimum weight) remained approximately the same for the two years (VSFT,

1986 and 1987).
An examination of mean seasonal catch rates for all desirable
(customarily edible) species and fishing experience catch ratings indicated
that only about half of the wreck/reef sites produced catches considered
"good" during 1987 (Table 5).

Species generally not considered desirable

(and generally released) were small

11

Sand sharks 11 (spp. unknm•1n) and

dogfish, most likely )iqg;lJus. f\""1LlJ_th1Clfi..

11

spiny 11

The majority of the major fishing

areas targeted by wreck/reef fishermen produced overall catch rates of 1. 25.7 desirable fish per rod hour.

The one exception was the Parramore Reef

(10. 3 fish per rod hour), for which only four trips 1-lere recorded.

The

Gwynn Island Test Reef produced mean catch rates for desirable species of

3. 7 fish per rod hour, a rate only exceeded by the CBllT non- third Island
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areas (5.7 fish per rod hour), the Oceanview (5.4 fish per rod hour, based
upon croaker caught during two trips), and the previously mentioned
Parramore Reef (Table 5).

Quality Rating of Fishing Experiences at Various Sites

Mean overall fishing experience quality ratings were relatively low for
six of eleven sites, falling below 3.0 ("good").

Fishing trips to the

Chesapeake Light Tower, distinguished from the Light Tm;er Reef, received
the lowest quality rating of 1. 0 ("poor") of all areas, hm;ever, only one
interview of six produced a quality rating response (Table 5).
Light To,1er Reef trips were the next lm;est ranked.

Chesapeake

Hith just over half of

the Cqptains interviewed providing mean quality rating data, fishing
experiences were ranked 2.0 ("fair").

The small sample of trips to the

Ocean"l(iew Reef produced a quality rating of 2. 3 (just better than "fair"),
but t1;o of these trips actually occurred just before the new igloos had been
put in place.
site.

This rating is not therefore applicable to the "enhanced"

The Gwynn Island Test Reef, the Cape Henry Wrecks and the CBBT (non-

third island areas) were all ranked about equally ( 2. 7-2. 9) in mean quality
of th<lir fishing experiences.

This ranking would indicate that, on the

average, fishermen considered fishing experiences at the sites to rank

better than "fair", almost to the point of being "good".

The Triangle

\'lrecks (non·· Liberty Ships), Tugboat Wreck, and ParramoJ:e Reef were all
ranked as produei.ng "good" fishing exper·iences overall (3. 0).

It must be

noted, however, that only 58% of the captains inteJ:vievJed for trips to the

Triangle H:recks at·ea provided quality rating responses and that only one or

t1;o captains provided th:ls data for the Tugboat \•/reck (Table 3).
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\olith just

over a 50% response rate to the quality rating question, captains fishing
the CBBT third island ranked it above all other sites with a mean quality
rating of 3.7 (between "good" and "very good").
The excellent rating (5.0) indicated for the Triangle Wrecks-Liberty
Ships Reef 1qas not truly representative of the site since quality rating
data was provided for only one trip to the site.

During this one trip the

captain caught 100 seabass averaging 1.5 pounds each and 12 tautog averaging
4.0 pounds, a catch rate of 2.0 fish per rod hour (fishing 8.0 hours with
five anglers).

At different times, however, t1qo other captains also

experienced catches at the site of 3.3·3.8 seabass per rod hour.
Unfortunately they did not provide quality rating data for their trips.
When seabass and tautog were biting, fishing seemed to be consistently
"good" at the site.

The only other trip recorded for the site, and for

which usable catch data was provided, produced catches of "spiny dogfish"
sharks (1.9 fish per rod hour or 20 dogfish caught by three anglers over a
period of 3.5 hours).

A more comprehensive sampling of trips to the area

would have been necessary to properly evaluate catch rates and quality of
fishing experiences at the Liberty Ships Reef in the Triangle Wrecks area.
The quality rating for all trips combined at the Triangle Hrecks
little better than "good" for the entire area.

l•las

3. 2, a

Numerous ship ;;reeks dating

back to Horld Har II exist at the site, in addition to the four Liberty
Ships placed there in the mid 1970's by

WIRC

(Lucy, 1983a,b; Heier ot al.,

1985).
A considerable range in seasonal catch rates produced the same general

quality rating at different wreck and reef sitos.

The disparity :ln catch

rates versus quality ratings documented, to some degree, the phenomenon of

fishermen having different expectations (and correspondingly different
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quality ratings of fishing experiences) when fishing for various types of
fish at different fishing sites (Fedler, 1984).

For example, while a mean

catch rate of 1.0 tautog/seabass per rod hour corresponded to a quality
rating of 1.0 ("poor") at the Chesapeake Light Tower (as distinguished from
the Tower Reef to the southwest of the structure), only slightly greater
catch rates of 1.5 to 1.6 fish per rod hour received overall quality ratings
of 3.0 ("good") for the same species group at the Triangle Wrecks (nonLiberty Ships) and Tugboat Wreck (Table 3).

Seabass and tautog were the

principal fish targeted at all. three sites.

In addition, two of the Light

Tower trips targeted amberjack, with the mean catch rate for this species
being only 0.1 fish per rod hour (Table 5).

Tautog catches at the Light

Tower also constituted a smaller portion of the total catch (6.3%) than at
the other two locations (14.9% - Triangle Wrecks; 91.3% - Tugboat Wreck)
(Table 6).

The Light Tm<er trips also produced a greater release rate of

tautog (82%) than occurred at the other areas (19-61%), another indication
that a greater portion of the tautog caught at the site were smaller fish.
Average weights of "kept" tautog were essentially the same at the Light
Tm1er (3.1 pounds) and the Tugboat \olreck (3.0 pounds), while tautog kept
from trips to the Triangle lvrecks averaged 6. l pounds each.
various factors indicated that catch rates,

~;bile

Examining these

certainly contributing to

the quality of fishermen's fishing experience, can be overshadm·md by
catch composition in terms of species mix and the proportion of

11

keeping

size 11 fish.

Comparing catch rates and quality ratings between the Chesapeake Light
TowGr Reef and the Cll!l'l' (third island) indicated tho impact tl:aveling
time/distance to the fishing si'te may have had on the perceived quality of
the fishing expe·rience.

Both sites account(-')d for essentially equal numbors

?.3

of trips (11-12 trips) in the sampling effort and both produced seasonal
mean catch rates for "desirable" species of 2.3-2.4 fish per rod hour.

The

Light Tower Reef, hm<ever, onlY received a mean fishing experience quality
rating of 2.0 ("fair"), while the CBBT (third island) received nearly the
highest mean quality rating (3, 7) for all

~lreck/reef

sites.

Species

preferences were similar for fishermen at both sites, primarily seabass and
tautog, although a few Tower Reef trips also targeted amberjack and king
mackerel.

The CBBT (third island) produced

some~<hat

of tau tog (1. 4 fish per rod hour) compared to the

better mean catch rates

To~rer

Reef (0. 8 fish per

rod hour), with the trend reversed for seabass catches (0.7 fish and 1.5
fish per rod hour respectively) (Table 3).

The net result of the reversed

trends was that mean catch rates for tautog and seabass combined were
approximately equal for both sites (2.1-2.3 fish per rod hour) (Table 3).
While the CBBT (third island) exhibited slightly better catch rates for
tautog, with the "keeper" fish being slightly larger (3.6 pounds versus 3.1
pounds on the average), the Tower Reef produced better seabass catch rates
and slightly larger fish on the average (1.0 pounds versus 0.8 pounds)
(Table 3).

Other than the fact that tautog are possibly considered a more

highly favored catch for

~<reck

fishermen, the only major difference in the

two sites is that the Tower Reef is approximately 13 nautical miles offshore
of Virginia Beach,

~<hi.le

runs to the CBBT (third island) are frequently no

more than 6-8 nautical miles for many boats targeting the sl.te.

Therefore,

the travel distance/time factor may also affect fishermen's expectations and
eventual quality rating for trips to a given site, i.. e. more effort and
money invested per trip for longer· trips should produce more nnd/or

fish per tt'ip.

11

hetter 11

Effectiven<2)ss of.General Sampling_l'rogram

In evaluating the overall effectiveness of the general sampling effort,
it must be concluded that biweekly random interviews of only twenty boat
o~mersjcaptains

targeting wrecks and reefs did not produce enough "captured"

trips for researchers to fully evaluate the major targeted sites' fishing
potential.

The sampling effort captured 11-15 trips during the season to

each of the four most popular fishing locations frequented by fishermen in
the sample population:

the CBBT (1st & 4th islands and unspecified areas of

the complex); the Gt·7ynn Island Test Reef; the CBBT (third island); and the
Chesapeake Light

To~1er

Reef (Table 1).

For each of these locations, fishing

trips were captured by the sampling effort during five to six of the eight
months (April-November) sampled in the fishing season.

Hhile not providing

enough trips for adequate catch comparisons between months, the fairly even
distribution of the sampled trips over the fishing season resulted in a
"minimal" representative seasonal sampling for these targeted fishing areas.
The remaining wreck and reef areas targeted by fishermen in the study
population, while obviously of importance to the fishery, were not
represented by enough fishing trips in the sampling program to provide
researchers with much confidence in making seasonal comparisons among the

sites,

For these sites (Table 1), the general sampll.ng program only

captured fishing trips representing three to four months of the eight month
sampling season.
Since species availabllity and fishermen's preferences change somewhat
as the fishing season progresses, an adequate sampling program needs to
capture at least some trips (preferably two or three trips) during each

month that an area is significantly fished.
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Enough catch data may then be

available to mak(l at least seasonal comparisons among sites.

A preferred

situation would be to design a sampling program that would capture enough
fishing trips to major targeted wreck/reef sites during each month of the
fishing season to allow monthly comparisons of catches and catch rates with
the monthly data then combined to provide a comprehensive seasonal
assessment of each site.

Honthly and overall seasonal catches could then be

compared for different sites.

A sampling program seeking to obtain such a

representative distribution of fishing trips was implemented on an
experimental basis for the G'orynn Island Test Reef site, beginning in early
June.

Special Sampling Program for the G'·rynn Island Test Reef

As previously mentioned, the general sampling program, focusing on the
total population of identified wreck/reef fishermen, recorded no trips to
the Gwynn Island site out of 80 fishermen contacted during April and Hay.
To evaluate the site, the researchers had to insure that fishing trl.p
interviews "'ere obtained.

To accomplish thl.s, a special sampling program

was directed solely at fishermen who indicated they, at least occasionally,
fished the site (see Hethods section).

Special efforts ,;ere also made to

expand the sample population of fishermen using the site .

.Q_:lgtribution _Qf Fishing__Eff9rt nmLJ.!h.?-racteristJcs of Fishing TrlJls.

Initiating tho spec.ial sampling effort during the first ~·mek of .June

resulted in captud.ng four fishing trips to the Gwynn Island Reef forc thG
month of Hay, with two of the trips made by one fisherman.
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This set the

pattern for the remainder of the season.

Each bilo1eekly sampling of ten

fishermen generally produced two or three individuals who had recently
fished the site.

By the end of the study period in November, 66 individual

boat-owning fishermen were identified who targeted the Gwynn Island Reef,
including two head (party) boat captains.
Of the total captain/boat-owner sample population, 40 captains (60.6%)
were recorded making trips to the reef during the season.

Five captains

(7.6%) were documented having made two reef fishing trips· in a particular
month, while one fishermen made five trips to the reef in October and
another made two trips in two different months (July and October).
It must be remembered that fishermen, when randomly contacted on the
telepl)one, >mre only asked if they had fished the site during the prior two
week period to keep recall time (and reporting accuracy) at an optimum.

If

they could recall all necessary details from a slightly earlier trip to the
reef, that trip data was also recorded.

This meant that each identified

G1;ynn Island Reef fishermen did not have his/her entire seasonal use of the
reef site documented, but that only two, or possibly three to four week
"snapshots" were obtained periodically of each individual's reef fishing
activity.

The frequency of sampling, however, was such that, especially

with the small sample population at the beginning of the program, identified
fishermen "t•rere contacted approximat:oly once every four to six "'eeks.

Another way of looking at boat 01mers'/captains' frequency of use
patterns of the G"1ynn Island Reef site is to look at the seasonal picture.
For the period from mid Hay through mid November, ten captains made at least
t"t•Jo

trips to the reef, throe captains made three tr.lps, one captain four

trips, and one five trips.

For the sampling period 1,0 captains weee-

recordecl making a total of 60 fishing trips to the reef, a seasonal rate of
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1. 5 reef trips per captain.

Later in this section a conse1·vative estimate

is provided of the total number of fishing trips made to the reef site
during the sampling period (Table 17).
In most instances, enough fishing trips to the Gwynn Island Test Reef
were captured during each month to allo1•1 reasonable monthly comparisons of
fishing effort (Table 7) and characteristics of the fishing trips (Table 8).
To obtain the monthly breakdown of the data, bh<eekly sampling periods were
grouped into monthly periods.

A biweekly sampling period having the

majority of its days falling in a given month was assigned to that month,
e. g. data for the sampling period of June 29-July 12
11

~Tas

designated as

July 11 data.

Fishing effort, based upon number of trips recorded in the sampling
program, was well dispersed across the months of June through September,
with each month accounting for 11.7-18.3% of the overall seasonal effort
(Table 7).

May effort was not as representative of all fishing activity

that may have occurred during the month, since only the last two \•reeks of
the month were sampled.

Comparing effort in terms of rod hours per month

for the same period (June through September) indicated only slight monthly
changes in the distribution of effort (12 .4-22 .1%).

These differences >mre

primarily the result of slight shifts in mean trip length (hours fished) and
mean number of anglers fishing/rods-fished-per-trip in various months (Table
8).
The most dramatic shift in the t1m fishing effort distributions
occurred between the months of July and August.

\olhUe both months reeorded

equal trip effoJ:t, rod hours fished in August (157 rod hours) ,;ere almost
twice that in July (88 rod hours) (Table 7).

The difference was due to

changes in fishing practices bet\V'een the months.
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Trips i.n August averaged

slightly over onCe hour longer (3.6 hours actual fishing time) than those in
July (2.5 hours).
mean rod hours)

>laS

The average number of fishermen per trip (and resulting
greater in August than July (Table 8).

This combination

of factors produced the dramatic increase in "rod hour" effort witnessed in
August.
Observations of numbers of "other" boats fishing the reef 1•1ere also
recorded for each trip

intervie>~,

when the captain could recall this data.

Captains were instructed to only consider in their count those boats they
felt sure were fishing in the "enhanced fishing zone" of the reef, or within
approximately 325 yards of the reef, as marked by the two buoys on the site
throughout most of the season.

Captains' boat count observations which

researchers felt violated this condition were discarded from calculations of
mean number of boats per fishing day, presented in Table 8.

As was the case

for the general sampling program, daily estimates of boats fishing the site
were adjusted to include the boat recording the observations.

The estimated

boat counts indicated a fairly steady increase in boats fishing per day of
observation through September, with a slight decline in October followed by
a return to June-July levels in November (Table 8).
Fishing effort, as measured in mean rod hours per trip and mean boats
fishing per day of observation, remained high in September and October, a
period when offshore fishing trips traditionally decline.

Reefs in the

middle and lower !lay have a tendency to attract more fishing activity In the
early fall when fishermen can expect good spot and trout catches to continue

into October (Tables 10 and 12), while also beginning again to catch more
tautog and seabass (Tables 12 and 13).
unstabl(~

Hith the weather becoming more

in the :fall, fishermen are likely more comfortable fishing Bay

sites becau.se they can generally n~nw.in closer to port than \•lhen fishing
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offshore.

This situation helped maintain high numbers of boats fishing per

day on the G1;ynn Island site in October (Table 8) and resulted in October
fishing effort (in terms of number of trips) accounting for 28.3% (32.8%
in terms of rod hours) of the entire

se~son's

activity (Table 7), the most

for any month.

Catch Trends and Quality Rating of Fishing Trips

Tautog and Seabass Catches

Since species availability and fishermen's preferences change over
the fishing season, Gwynn Island Reef catches are examined in sequence of
when species were targeted.

Tautog and seabass are generally the first

species targeted on wrecks and reefs in the spring.

If spring weather warms

rapidly, fishermen may also target spot and croaker, especially in the
latter half of May.

This pattern was exhibited by the fm; fishermen

contacted who fished in
the reef (Table 13).

~lay,

with tau tog and spot/croaker being targeted at

No tau tog or seabass >7ere recorded in spring catches,

hm·mver, and it was not until October that these species were again targeted
(Table 13) and caught (Table 9).

Catches of these species 1>1ere surprisingly

low in October, with only 0.03 tautog and 0.3 seabass taken per rod hour
(Table 9).

These low catch rates were reflected in the small percentage of

the total month's catch consisting of

11

keeping size 11 tautog (2.7 pounds

aver&ge) and seabass (0.9 pounds average) (Table 9).
11

kept 11 fish were tau tog and 2. It% seabass,

catches being spot (83%) (Table 12).

~·lith

Only 0.8% of October's

the bulk of the month 1 s

Novmnher produced a complete reversal

in catch patterns with tau tog and seabass accounting for ld. 5% and 52.2% of
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the total monthly catch respectively (Table 12).

Tautog catch rates

increased to 0. 6 fish per rod hour 1•1hile seabass catches were 1. 2 fish per
rod hour (Table 9).

A good portion of seabass caught were small fish under

one pound in weight and 45% of the caught fish were released.

Overall mean

rates for the combined species catches went from 0.4 per rod hour in October
to 1.8 per rod hour in November.

Since tautog and seabass accounted for all

but 1;, 3% of the November catch, these being flounder, the mean quality
rating for November of 2.0 ("fair") essentially represented the satisfaction
level of fishermen regarding catches of these two species.
The G1;ynn Island Reef's November tautog catch rates, 0.6 fish per rod
hour (Table 9), were as good or bet:ter than the overall season's tautog
catch rates at most offshore wrecks and reefs (Light T01;er Reef, Cape Henry
Wrecks, Triangle Wrecks, Chesapeake Light Tower, and the Parramore Reef)
(Table 3).

The only sites producing better mean seasonal catches 1vere the

CBBT and the Tugboat Wreck.
the various sites,

ho~1ever,

The major difference in sample sizes between
makes the comparison a bit tenuous, as does

comparing one month's catch rate at a site "lith that of overall seasonal
rates at other sites.

It is appropriate to conclude, however, that in

November, the only time for which tautog were significantly targeted at
Gwynn Island, the site "held its own" Hith other major wreck/reef sites.
During November the G,;ynn Island Reef also produced average weights of
tautog (3.0 pounds) (Table 9) equal to or better than average seasonal
weights of the species in catches ·recorded at most other major '\vreck/reef
sites.

The only exceptions wore tho CBJlT and Triangle Hrecks.

Seahass catches at the Gwynn Island site we:r:e not geneJ."t.d.ly as good as
'
'
' I l l c1y sa._.HlltleH
.1'''
'·'1
at otI1er wrec 1/
( 1:ee.:j ,Glter:,
s1nee
ml<.··-resu lt .Hl p:r:unarL.y

young fish occupying the reef .site (Feigenbaum and Jllair, 1986).
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Gatch

rates for seabass &t the Gwynn Island Test Reef, generally 0.2-0.3 fish per
rod hour except in November when rates improved to 1. 2 fish, <Jere lower than
rates at the major sites covered in the general sampling program.

The only

exception to this pattern was the Tugboat Wreck (off Cape Henry).

G1-rynn

Island November mean seabass catch rates (1.2 fish rod hour) nearly equaled
or exceeded overall seasonal catch rates for the species at the CBBT (third
island), Triangle Wrecks (non-Liberty Ships), Tugboat Hreck, Chesapeake
Light To<Ier, and the Oceanview Reef (only three trips recorded, none of «hich
targeted seabass or tautog) (Table 3).

As «ith tautog catch rates, the

November period at the G\<ynn Island site produced seabass catch rates which
were approximately the same as the overall seasonal rates documented for
other popular locations (Tables 3 and 9).

Heights of "kept" fish (0.9

pounds on the average) taken on the reef (Table 9), however, were generally
less than those of "kept" seabass caught at most other major '"reck/reef
sites covered in the general sampling program (the exceptions being the
CBBT-third island and the Chesapeake Light To«er) (Table 3).

Another

indication of the overall small size of seabass taken at the Gwynn Island
Test Reef 1vas that the site's seabass release rates (71%) for the season
~<ere

higher than for any other major wreck/reef site sampled.

Catches of the sc:l:.aon:Ld group oJ:" fish, especially spot, 't'm:re the

mainstay of the Gwynn Island Test

R'"'f

fishery.

For tho months Hay through

September spot, croaker and gray trout: accounted for essentially 100% of the
fish kept by anglers ('l'able 12).

SJ>lall catches of tautog and seabass in the

latter. part of Octobor: only reduced the sc'iae:nid total
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11

kept 11 fish catch

proportion by 3.5%.

By November the sciaenid species appear to have

migrated dmm the Bay tm•ard their offshore
not recorded in reef trips.
(Cynoscion nebulosus)

~qere

over-~qintering

grounds and

~qere

Good numbers of gray trout and speckled trout
still in the vicinity of the reef on November 6,

1987, since a mixed gl.llnet catch of both species, estimated at about 300
pounds,

~qas

reported (T. Stainback, personal communication).

The trout

~qere

not being targeted by reef fishermen, ho>mver (Table 13).
As mentioned previously in discussion of the G"Ynn Island site's
catches under the general sampling program, spot catch rates at the reef
exceeqed catch rates for the species at all other

~qreck/reef

sites

~qhere

the

fish was targeted (CBBT third island and non-third island areas, the Cape
Henry \olrecks, and the

Oceanvie~q

rates at the Gwynn Island site

Reef) (Tables 4 and 10).

~qere

The best catch

in July and September,

~qhen

91-100% of

the c&ptains intervieHed indicated they were using bloodworms for bait, the
preferred choice for spot (Tables 10 and 14).

Why catch rates for spot l·lere

lm<er and more varied in August (2. 3 fish per rod hour) is not knmm (Table
10), except that more fishermen (36%) of those
bait in conjunction ;lith
September (Table 14).

blood~qorms

This

some~qhat

intervie~qed

also used squid

in August than for either July or
different bait mix might have

negatively influenced spot catches, but there is no real evidence supporting
this.

Another contributing factor to lOI<er mean August spot catch rates

might have been the prevalence of windy weather reported by
fishennen,

intervie~qed

Compared to July cxnd September, a greater proportion of

interviewed boat eapt:ains drift> fished in August as opposed to anchoring
('fablQ 15),

Gon:::ldering the wi:ndy conditions p1·eviously mentioned for

August, drift rates might have been too geoat for optimum spot eatehos,
especially in con:junct:ion with more turbid watHr conditions that one might
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expect to be associated
conditions,

ho~<ever,

>~ith >~indy

periods,

Unusual Hater turbidity

11ere not mentioned by fishermen intervie1•1ed in August.

Finally, high water temperatures typical of August might have depressed
catches, a common pattern in Bay bottom fishing activity.
Croaker and trout catch rates at the

G~<Jnn

Island site Here

approximately equal for most months, except in Hay ,;hen croaker catch rates
~<ere

(1.7 fish)

almost three times greater than those for trout (0.6 fish

per rod hour) (Table 10).

The CBBT (non-third island areas) and OceanvieH

Reef produced higher seasonal mean catch rates for croaker (2.0 and 5.4 fish
per rod hour respectively) (Table 4) than the
G~<Jnn

Island Reef's best month (Table 10).

G~<Jnn

Island site, even in the

Weights of "kept" croaker

catches (2.0-2,6 pounds on the average) for other sites
~<as

~<here

the species

targeted and/or available (Table 4) generally exceeded those for "kept"

fish at the

G~<Jnn

Island Reef (0.8-1.5 pounds on the average) (Table 10).

The same relationship also existed among the sites "kept" trout catches,
~;ith

G1rynn Island fish averaging 1.0-2.5 pounds each compared to 2.0-4.0

pounds for trout at the other sites (no trout 1•1ere recorded caught at the
Oceanvie~;

Reef) (Tables 4 and 10).

For the entire fishing season "kept"

croaker constituted only 5.3% (by number) of total seasonal catches at the
Gwynn Island site and trout accounted for 13.1% of the catch (Table 12).

In

comparison, croaker accounted for higher proportions of total catch (by
number) at the CBBT (all trips combined) (31. 7%), the Cape Henry Hrecks
(15. 8%), and the Oceanview Reef (19. 9%) (Tables 6 and 12).

Concerning trout

contributions to total catches at different sitos, the Gwynn Island Test
Reef produced a slightly greater proportion of trout: (13.1%) than the CBBT
(non-third island areas), the only other site 1•1herc trout significantly
contributed to total seasonal catches (Tables 6 and 12).

Combined catches of spot-croaker··trout exhibited a higher mean catch
rate (4,0 fish per rod hour) for the season overall at the G1•1ynn Island site
than at other locations where the fish 1•1ere targeted (CBBT third and nonthird island areas and the Gape Henry \olrecks) (Table 4).

The only fishing

area with a higher overall "combined sciaenid" species mean catch rate was
the Oceanview Reef, based only upon croaker caught during two fishing trips
recorded for the site immediately prior to the concrete igloos being placed
there (Tables 4 and 10).

In September Gwynn Island mean catch rates for the

combined species were 6.2 fish per rod hour (primarily attributed to the
highest spot catch rates for the season), exceeding even the Oceanview Reef
catch rate previously mentioned (Tables 4 and 10),

Bluefish, Flounder and Combined Catches of Desirable Species

As discussed previously for the Gwynn Island site in the general
sampling program section, the special sampling effort confirmed that
bluefish were never targeted by fishermen at the reef (Table 14).

Flounder

were only mentioned in October as a targeted species by 12% of the captains
intervie1•1ed and trout/flounder mentioned by only 6% of the captains (Table

14).

To a large extent the non-targeting of both species by captains was

responsible for the very low catch r{ltes of each fish (Table 11).
fe>~

Of tho

fish caught, 80-100% were released from August through October, >lith

only November's one 3.0 pound flounder being kept (Table 11).

November's

single flounder catch only accounted for it. 3% of the month's total catch
(Table 12),

For the season only thrc'o flounder were kept at the G1·1ynn

Island site. Flounder also eont1:ibuted only 3. 6% t:o the total
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catches~

recorded for the GBBT (third island), the largest contribution by number to
any site's total catch (Table 6).
Comparing Gwynn Island Reef seasonal catch rates (Table 11) for all
"desirable" species (those fish normally kept for eating) with rates for
other major \;reck/reef sites (Table 5), indicated that the Gwynn Island site
was as "productive" as most targeted v1reck-fishing sites.

The G1qynn Island

Test Reef's catch rate for desirable species averaged 4.2 fish per rod hour,
compared to seasonal mean catch rates of 1.2-3.7 fish period hour for most
major l•lreck/reef sites covered in the general sampling program.

Exceptions

to this pattern were the GBBT non-third island areas (5.7 fish per rod
hour), the Parramore Reef off Hachapreague (10.3 fish per rod hour), and the
Oceanvim; Reef ( 5. 4 fish per rod hour, attributed only to croaker catches on
two trips) (Table 5).

The obvious major differences bet>Teen the Gwynn

Island Reef and the other sites Vlere that the principal group of species
targeted and caught by fishermen using the reef

>~ere

spot, croaker and trout

for all months except November, when emphasis shifted to tautog and seabass
(Tables 9-13).

In addition, the average size of "kept" fish at the Gwynn

Island THst Reef was somewhat less than "kept 11 catches of the same species

at other lower Bay and offshore sites, except for spot (Tables 3-5 and 911)

0

The mean seasonal ccltch rate of 4. 2 desirable fish per rod hour for
fishermen targeting the Gwynn Island Test Reef 1 as determined in this study 1
1ms slightly lower than the 1981,. nwan catch rate of 5'"6 fish per rod hour
observed during

11

monitoring 11 fishing trips conducted by ODU researchers

(Feigenbaum and Blair, 1986),

This study's mean catch rate, however,

approximately equaled the catch n.1te of
the s:Lte by ODU researchers in 1985.

lt.~5

fish per rod hour measured on

During 1985 maximum catch rates of
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approximately 7 fish per rod hour '"ere achieved during monitoring fishing
trips in August, with slightly lower rates of 4-6 fish per rod hour observed
In September and October (Feigenbaum and Blair, 1986).

In this study,

September produced the highest catch rates (6.2 fish per rod hour) while
July and October produced mean catch rates of 5.1.-5.2 fish per rod hour
(Table 11).
Although fishermen

intervie~<ed

in this study were asked to name all

fish caught, including "trash" fish, none mentioned catches of oyster
toadfish (QRsanU§. j:_pg) among their catches.

The ODU study's monitoring

fishing trips during 1984-1985 resulted in toadfish constituting 11.6% (by
number) of total catches taken directly on the reef site (Feigenbaum and
Blair, 1986).

It is possible that Gwynn Island fishermen intervieiVed during

this study caught small nwnbers of toadfish, but considered them too
insignificant to mention.

"Sand sharks" and searobin catches, hmo1ever,

were mentioned by fishermen during interviews.

On the other hand the

majority of fishermen (60%) sampled in this study indicated they either
fished "off the edge of the reef" (45% of trip interviews) or "drifted past
the reef" (15% of trip interviews) (Table 15).

This fishing strategy

obviously did not produce significant toadfish catches or they would have
been noted by fishermen interviewed.
trips made on

11

The ODU study's monitoring fishing

control 11 areas away from the reef structure produced only one

toadfish during 1981, .. 1985.

It appears both studios have documented that

using a strategy of fishing some distance m;ay from the reef (in its
enhanced fishing zone in this study), as opposed to fishing directly over
tho reef materials, pt·oduees a minimum of toadfi.sh catches during the \•larmer
portim:l of the r;ecuwn \•lhen spot., <!roaker and trout are targeted at the site.
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Quality Rating of Fishing. Experiences at the. Gwynn Island Site

Examination of the quality ratings of fishing experiences at the G1rynn
Island Test Reef indicated that slightly different species and smaller
"keeping size" fish did not significantly reduce the quality of trips to the
site for fishermen. Receiving a mean overall seasonal fishing experience
rating from captains of 2.6 ("better than fair") (Table 11), the Gwynn
Island Test Reef was ranked higher than the Chesapeake Light To11er (1. 0
quality rating, but only one rating response was obtained), the Chesapeake
Light Tm1er Reef (2. 0), and the Oceanvie1•1 Reef (2, 3, but trips do not
indicate fishing experiences on "enhanced" site, as previously discussed)
(Table 5).

The Gwynn Island Reef ranked nearly as high in its mean fishing

experience rating as the Cape Henry \olrecks (2.8 rating) and the GBBT nonthird island areas (2.9 rating) (Table 5).

September produced the highest

ranked fishing experiences, probably because mean catch rates of spotcroaker-trout (combined) were the best (6.2 fish per rod hour) during that
month (Table 10).
high catch rate.

Spot and croaker were the primary contributors to this
Although croaker catches only contributed 5.2% of

September's total catch by number, the fe1•1 fish caught averaged 1. 2 pounds
each (Tables 10 and 12).
The test reef's September mean quality rating of 3.3 (Table 11)
exceeded the overall seasonal rating for all but tvro other major '\V"reck/reef

sites (the CllBT-third island with 3.7 and the Triangle \olrecks"Liberty Ships
with a 5.0 rating, the latter based upon only onH captain's response).

Flshing expectations were different at the GHynn Island Reef and :i.ts ubetter
than fa:Lr 11 quality rating for fishlng experiences ·was largely based upon
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spot-croaker-trout catches for all of the fishing season except the month of
November, when tautog and seabass were targeted.
Another method for examining the pattern of fishing experience quality
ratings recorded for fishing trips to the Gwynn Island site is presented in
Table 16.

The majority (33%) of "fair" ratings occurred in June (when

quality rating questions were initiated) and November (only three trips
recorded), while the majority (57-64%) of "good" fishing experiences (trips)
were recorded in July and September, two months exhibiting the best overall
mean catch rates for desirable species (5.2 and 6.2 fish per rod hour
respectively) (Table 11).

LO\<er overall mean catch rates in August (2. 9

fish per rod hour) were associated l<ith only 18% of trips during that month
being rated as "good" (Table 16) and 27% rated as "poor".

August also

produced several "very good" fishing trips as well as one "excellent" trip
(2 anglers fishing 2 rods for 2.5 hours caught 148 spot

~1ei.ghing

pounds each--a daily catch rate of 29.6 fish per rod hour).

0.5-0. 75

October trips

produced more variation in quality of fishing experiences at the reef than
August.

Although overall mean catch rates were 5.1 fish per rod hour, this

catch rate 1<as down 1.1 fish per rod hour compared to September (Table 11).
The drop in mean catch rate was principally attributed to apparent declines
in catch rates of spot and croaket· (Table 10).

Catches of trout and seabass

began to improve some1<hat in October, but were still at such low levels that
they did not compensate for the declines in catch rates of the previously
mentioned species (Tables 9 and 10).
higher proportion of

11

poor 11

catchl~S

The result was that a relatively
(Ltl% of all catches) ·were recorded ln

October than for any other month of the season.
Examining t:he c:lreumst:anens of the

11

poor 11 rated trips during October

provided some insight into why fishing might have been off for at least
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some, but not all, of the captains interviewed.

Hinely conditions prevailed

during the week of October 12-16, being mentioned by one fisherman as
possibly contributing to poor fishing during the weekend of October 17-19.
The windy conditions may have also helped cool dmm water temperatures in
the middle Bay, causing spot and croaker to begin moving toward offshore
waters.

A

fe1~

spot, however, were still taken on the reef on October 31 and

November 1 by one fisherman, but catch rates were
hours) in comparison to previous months,

lo>~

(0.4-0.9 spot per rod

Another factor that may have

contributed to the high percentage of poor catches was that the fishing
strategy on two trips during early October (Oct. 10-11) involved drifting
directly over the reef structure.

These trips, made by the same fisherman

targeting spot and trout on both days, produced only small spot (6-8 ounces
each), all of

>~hich

were released.

Three of the "poor" October trips

produced no fish for 1-1, hours of fishing effort.

Two of these trips, made

by different boats, occurred on the same day (Oct. 17) inunediately after the
previously mentioned 11eek of high

>~inds.

Other than the possible negative

influence of the windy conditions prior to the fishing trips, there 1•1ere no
appar<!nt reasons for the zero catches.

The overall quality rating pattern

for the G1•1ynn Island test reef appears to vary during the season much ll.ke
that for bottom fishing in general in the middle Bay region, e.g. after
picking up to good levels i.n June and July, fishing slacks off somewhat
during the hot days of August, then picks up again in September before
becoming more variable in October as it tapers off.

lrO

Effectiveness of SRecial Sampling Program inReference to General Program

The special sampling effort directed tm<ards fishermen targeting the
Gwynn Island Test Reef produced sufficient sampling of fishing trips to
allow monthly comparisons of catches and catch rates for most of the fishing
seasoq,

As previously discussed, only the latter half of May was accounted

for in the sampling effort, and it is inappropriate to consider the results
of the four trips recorded as representing the entire month's fishing
activity, unless no fishing trips were actually made to the site in the
first two weeks of the month (this is not likely to have been the case).
Only three fishing trips to the reef Here recorded in November, but the
majority of those fishermen randomly contacted after November 15th indicated
that either they were finished fishing for the season or bad weather was
closing the season d01m for them.

In either case it was apparent that

additional trips to the reef would be unlikely for most fishermen.

The

three trips recorded, therefore, Here considered to represent the November
fishil)g activity.

As with Hay, however, a few more recorded trips in

Novemqer would have made the researchers more confident that the sampled
trips were repesentative of fishing on the site in that month.
Except for these concerns, the random sampling effort directed biweekly
at ten Gwynn Island reef fishennen largely provided satisfactory coverage of
the reef site's fishing acti.vi.ty.

The data from the special sampling

program, however, was enhanced by that from the 14 trips recorded in the
general program to maximize the mnount of information available in
evaluating the s:i.te.
actlvity occurred on
fi.shin~

trips

~·Jere

As dHtermlned in Tables 8 and 17, most fishing
"~i/eekHnds.

During the principal months of the sea-son

recorded during every Heekend in the period but for one
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in June, one in August (four of five weekends were represented by recorded
trips), and one in September.
In comparison to the 14 Gwynn Island Reef fishing trips recorded in the
General Sampling Program, the Special Program provided much more detailed
coverage of the reef site's fishing activity (46 trips total).

Honthly

fishing comparisons would have been inappropriate using the data collected
in the general sampling effort.

Under that sampling regime only three to

four trips per month were recorded for the months of June, July, August and
October.

Only one trip was recorded for November and no trips were recorded

for either Hay or September, the latter month producing the highest spot and
spot-croaker-trout (combined) catch rates of the entire fishing season
(Table 10).

Because fishing activity, fishing success rates, and targeted

species preferences change for fishermen using a given reef site over the
fishing season (as illustrated by the Gwynn Island Reef experience), a
compr~hensive

analysis of a reef's performance requires representative

monthly sampling of fishing activity.

Only very general seasonal

comparisons can be made among sites if such a sampling effort is not made

and then, only if all major fishing periods (months) are represented by
sampled fishing trips.
The special sampling effort directed at the Gwynn Island site also
produced additional information which was beyond the capability of the
general sampling program.

By provi.ding comprehensive coverage of fishing

activity, in particular for the majority of weekends in the fishing season,
the special sampling of Gwynn Island Reef fishing trips permitted a
calculation of Gstimatcd fishing trips supported by the site over the season
(TablG 17).
~·reekends

lly projeeting da:i.Iy observations of boats fishing the site for

and weekday periods during \Vhich observations \•Jere recorded from

fishermen, it

~<as

conservatively estimated that 447 fishing trips

to the test reef during the 1987 season.
~<eekends

~;ere

made

As previously mentioned, three

during the fishing period from mid-May through mid-November did not

have fishing trips recorded for them.

These nine weekend days ;1ere excluded

from the projection, as were all but 16 weekdays of the sampling period (see
footnotes, Table 17).

Considering that 60 fishing trips l<ere captured

(sampled) in the combined general and special sampling programs,
approximately 13% of the total fishing effort directed at the site was
sampled.
While beyond the scope of this study, kn01dng the estimated total
fishil'\g trips made to the site ;muld permit projections of total estimated
catches for the entire season, information useful in managing productivity
of artificial reef sites.

Combining total catch estimates with data on

monthly and seasonal catch trends for targeted species and all desirable
species combined would provide reef managers with indicators useful in
monitoring the harvest of fish on particular sites.

With such tools reef

managers would be in a much better position to determine how much fishing
pressure individual sites could reasonably support.

This kn01;ledge could be

used to redistribute fishing pressure among available reef sites, if
necessary.

It could also enable managers to better determine the benefits

of expanding and/or modifying the design of a reef to produce greater
overall catch rates (more fish of all sizes), greater catch rates

of

"keeping" size fish, a greater possibility of catching trophy fish, etc.
11anaging fishing pressure on existing reef sites could also produce some of
these same results, as reeommended by Feigenbaum and Blair (1986).
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CONCLUSION

The comparison of two distinctive sampling programs has shown the
benefit of both systems, indicating that a comprehensive analysis of a
particular reef site requires a more rigorous sampling effort than would be
provided by the general sampling program initiated in this study,

A broad

sampling effort of identified wreck/reef fishermen can produce useful
comparative data for the most popular fishing sites.
fishi~g

Any omission of major

periods in the sample data, however, increases the possibility that

overall seasonal catch trends and fishing trip characteristics might be
poorly documented or worse, inaccurately represented.
To provide adequate coverage of fishing activity at only the most
popular wreck/reef fishing sites identified in this study would likely
requiJ;e both an expansion of the wreck/reef, boat-owning fishing population
as well as an approximate doubling of sampling effort, i.e. randomly
contacting forty (40) such fishermen bil;eekly during the season.
distr~bution

If the

of fishermen's preferences in the sample population remained

largely the same as for this study, a doubling of sampling effort would
likely provide adequate seasonal data for the follm·1ing targeted sites:

the

Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel complex, G<qynn Island Test Reef, Chesapeake
Light Tm;er Reef, and the Triangle Hrecks area (all wrecks combined),

Any

major shift in fishing site preferences of identified fishermen in the
sample population would result in a general sampling program, like that
implemented in this study, capturing proportionately more fishing trips for
those areas towards \•rhich the population of fishermen's preferences had

shifted,

This means that if one of the sites previously mentioned declined

in popularity for some reason, tho proposed inerensed sampling effort might

not produce enough data to adequately document the site's overall seasonal
fishing activity.
The general sampling program of this study documented the current
popularity of certain wreck/reef fishing sites.

It would benefit overall

management of Virginia's artificial reef program to periodically (biannually
perhaps) repeat such a program, but 1•1ith more fishermen interviewed per
sampling period, as previously mentioned.
be accomplished.

Two major objectives could then

First, the constantly changing sample population of

identi_fied wreck/reef fishermen could be updated, a factor found to be
essential in gathering representative data on Virginia's pelagic
recreational fishery (Bochenek, et al., 1988).

Secondly, the relative

popularity of various sites frequented by wreck/reef fishermen could be
documented and overall seasonal fishing trends compared for the most popular
sites.

This second objective, given a larger sampling effort than in this

study, would provide useful "baseline data" reference sites against which
particular artificial reefs' fishing productivity could be compared.
The special sampling program directed at the Gl>lynn Island Test Reef
indicated what can be accomplished by targeting a special segment of the
wreck/reef fishing population utilizing a particular reef site.

The

sampling effort, affected by the size of the identified sample population of
fishermen, appeared to be adequate to provide representative data of most

month's fishing activity.

A slightly greater sampling effort than actually

used in the special program would be nequired to achieve the same fishing
frequency of recorded trips per month shown in Tables 7 "·11, since these
tables n,flect the combination of trip data from both the general and
special sampling p:t:ograms.

Greate:r monthly fishing trip sample sizes- would

provide the opportunity for meaningful statistical comparisons in catch
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trends and fishing trip characteristics among months.

Better representation

of beginning and endl.ng periods of the fishing season for a particular site
might also be obtained if sampling effort could be increased.

Such

benefits, however, must be '\'leighed against the manpower necessary to

significantly increase sampling effort.
Comparing the overall performance of the G"l)fnn Island Test Reef to that
of other major wreck/reef sites covered in the study indicated that the
reef produced mean seasonal catch rates of desirable species comparable to
those at most other sites.

Only fishing trips to the Chesapeake Bay Bridge

Tunnel (non-third island areas), the Parramore Reef off Hachapreague, and
the Oceanview Reef produced greater overall catch rates of desirable
species.

During the month of September mean monthly catch rates of spot,

croaker and trout (combined catches) at the Gwynn Island Test Reef exceeded
mean seasonal catch rates for any targeted species, or combination of
desirable species, at all other major wreck/reef sites except the Parramore
Reef.
G~>ynn

In their overall rating of the quality of fishing experiences at the
Islapd site, fishermen rated the site better than a few other major

sites targeted by wreck/reef fishermen, most notably the Chesapeake Light
T01oer Reef.

The site also was ranked nearly as high in its seasonal mean

quality rating of fishing exped.ences as the Cape Henry Hrecks at the mouth
of the Bay and the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel (non"third island areas).
The principal difference between the G1oynn Island Test Reef and other
~'lreek/reef

sites was that fishermen utilizing the site primarily targeted

spot, croaker, tlncl trout during the majority of the fishing season, shifting

their p1:eferences to t:autog and seabass in late October and November.
addition, the average \1/cd..ght of

11

In

keepcn: 11 siZ(::'!. fish at the Gwynn Island site

'"as somewhat less than that for the same species taken at other wreck/reef
sites, except in the case of spot.
Based upon the results of the special sampling program, and the fact
that a limited general sampling program for major wreck/reef sites targeted
by Virginia fishermen has been completed in the first year of this study,
the researchers propose the following course of action for the second year
of the project:

(1)

Sampling efforts continue to focus on fishing activity targeting
the G"rynn Island 'rest Reef, since this reef is the most up-Bay
site of the WIRG Reef Program and thereby provides the best
opportunity to evaluate future reefs, or expansion of the G'oynn
Island site itself, in the mid-Bay area.

(2)

A special sampling effort be directed at the most recently

established reef in the

lo>~er

Bay, the Oceanview (Little Creek)

Reef, since this reef is expected to provide substantial fishing
activity for the large nwnber of fishermen concentrated in the
Little Greek, Lynnhaven, and Hilloughby Bay areas (all sites of
numerous large marinas and boat ramps).

The

OcE:~anvie\•/

Reef

provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the impact of
potentially heavy fishing pressure on a neHly established reef
s:tt:e.

(3)

If time and lllanpower permits, a third reef, either the CapG
Charles Tost Roe:f

o:r~

one of the oceanic roef.s might: be target:fHl

for spacial snmpling of fishermen utilizing the site.

Comparisons

in cateh t1:ends nnd fishing techniques eottld then bo made 'W:L th

the two

prcviou~ly

mentioned si.tos.

The first priority of the second year's v10rk would be to expand the
identified population of fishermen targeting the Gwynn Island and
Reef sites.

Only if these efforts

~<ere

Oceanvie~<

making satisfactory progress and

the sampling program of biwee)<ly random telephone calls

~<as

producing

adequate numbers of captured fishing trips for the Gwynn Island and
Oceanview Reefs, could work on a third site be considered.

Table 1.

Distribution of recorded fishing effort at sites targeted by wreck and
artificial reef fishermen during 1987.

Fishing Trips
Fishing Area

No.

Ov.

b

Fr~

Rod HourB

'
c
Rel. Ereq

No.

Ov, Freq

b

8

Rel. Freq

Ches. Bay Bridge Tunnel d
(1st+4th islands;unspec.)

15

12.6%

16.1%

233

13.2%

18. 1%

Gwynn Island Test Reef

14

11.8

15. 1

186

10.5

14.4

Ches. Bay Bridge Tunnel
(3rd island only)

12

10.1

12.9

164

9,2

12.7

Ches. Light T01;er Reef

11

9.2

11.8

141

8.0

10.9

Cape Henry Wrecks

9

7.6

9.7

95

5.4

7. 4

Triangle Hrecks

8

6. 7

8.6

160

9.0

Tugboat Wreck
(off Cape Henry)

7

5.9

7.5

119

6.7

9.2

Ches. Light '!'ower
(tower structure only)

6

5.0

6.5

67

3,8

5.2

Triangle Reef-Liberty Ships
(Webster, Haviland)

4e

3.3

4.3

78

4.4

6.0

Parramore Reef/R-10 Buoy f

4

3.3

4.3

24

1.4

1.9

OceanvimV" Reefg

3

2.5

3.2

23

1.3

1.8

Ches. Bay Bridge 'funnel
(all trips combined)

27

22.7

29.0

397

22.4

30.8

Triangle Wrecks
(all trips combined)

12

10.1

12.9

238

13.5

18,/>

(non-Liberty Ships)

a
b Rod hourr; equal numbe!": of rods fir:;hed times numbei" of hout·s actually fished
Overall frequency indicates frequency of use of fishing area compared to all
other· fishing a:ceas (wrecks~ artificial reefs~ and other struc turea) recorded
in season's sampling effort; based upon 119 t:t:ips and 1769 total rod hourr:;
Relative frequency indicates frequency of use of area relative to other major
d fishing areas listed in this table: based upon 93 trips and 1290 rod hom·:s
Trips targeting fit·nt nnd fou:rth islands of the CBB'l' plus the 11 high riself nrea
and other unopecified urens along· the bridge and/or tunnel portions of the complex
e
An Bdditional 2 t1:ip,; l!m:re recorded for 11 T:riangle Reef-Liberty Ships 11 m:eo.-

"

(Garrison and Clark wrecks)a but fishing effort and catch data were not specified
a usable format
f
Two of fo11:t trips it1cluded in sample were r1ot randomly sampled but obtained from
angler when contacted for_· othE~r information
g Site clnH:twt:kally euhanced .July B. 1987; tHo of tln:ee trips were made approximatE!ly one
week before new structure (/10 concrete igloos) added to site; one trip made ten days
after new material added; t:elllnants of old menhaden vessels on site prior to cluly 8
i11

c

Table 2.

Basic characteristics of fishing trips recorded from random interviet<JS of
fishermen targeting the indicated v1recks, artificial reefs, and the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel.
Total

Fishing Area

Trips

Total
Rod Hrs.

He an a
Angl/Tdp

He an
Hrs. Fished

Mean
u Rods

He on

Rod Hrs.

Hean No. b
Boats Fishing

Ches,Bay Bridge 'fun.
(1st+4th isl;unspec,)

15

233

2.8

4.8

3.1

15,5

13.5

Gwynn Isl. Test Reef

llt

186

3.8

3.6

4.3

13.3

6.1

Ches.Bay Bridge Tun.
(3rd island only)

12

164

2.9

4.4

3.0

13.6

18.9

Ches.Lir,ht Tower Reef

11

141

3.3

3.7

3.5

12.8

8.9

Cape Henry Hrecks

9

95

2.8

3 ,I-f

3.3

10.6

4.0c

Trianr;le Wrecks

8

160

3.6

5.8

3.6

20.0

5.3

Tugboat Hreck
(off Cape Henry)

7

119

3.3

4.1

4.3

17.0

2.7

Ches. Light Tower
(tower structure only)

6

67

3.2

3.2

3.5

11.2

4.6

Tri. Reef-Lib. Ships
(Hebster, Haviland)

4

78

3.3

5.4

3.3

17.5

2.3

Parr. Reef/R-10 Buoy

4

24

3.8

1.6

3.8

6.0

3.0

Oceanviev1 Reef

3

23

2.0

2.6

2.7

7.7

5.od

Ches. Bay Bridge 1\tn.
(all trips combined)

2"1

404

2.9

'•· 6

3.1

15,0

16.6

Triangle Hrecks
(all trips combined)

12

238

3.5

5.6

3 .:;,-

19.8

'•· 8

(non-Liberty Ships)

a
b t1enn numbet· of angl(~LG pe:r: t:r:ip
Mean number of boatr; pet· day observed f:i.obing the site» including the boat of the captain
intervie\<Jed; bused U!)Qn boat captainr:> 1 estimates derived from telephone intervieHs
e
Only based upon tHo obnex.-vations (fishing trips); not n~eorded for seven other
d trip interviet-·113
l3ased upon only one trip intervim•1; not recorded for tHo other trip intervieHB
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Table 3.

Catch and release rates for tautog. seabass. and combined catches of both species for major

fishing areas frequented by wreck and artificial reef fishermen during 1987 (average weight of
nkept" fish and overall mean trip quality ratings also presented).

No.
?ishin7.'. Area

Trips

Mean

2

Tauto&
%Rel.

Seabass

b

Av.Ht.

Hean

~~Rel.

Ches.Bay Bridge ~~n.
(1st+4th isl;unspec.)

15

1.0(1.9)

0%

53oz/3.3lb

0.8(2.4)

Gwynn :sl. Test Reef

14

0. 03 (0. 04)

0

32/2.0

0.1(0.3)

100

7/0.4

Ches.Bay Bridee Tun.

12

".4(3.2)

2

58/3.6

0.7(2.8)

54

11

0.8(1.8)

3

49/3.1

1.5(2.0)

Cape Eenry i--1 :::-ecks

9

0.1(0.1)

0

40/2.5

;:"rianzle Hrecks
(non-Libe:.-ty Shi?s)

8

0.3(0.3)

61

Tu::;Doat 1,.;'::-eck

7

1.3(1.4)

6

485"~

Tautog - Seabass
Hean
%Rel. QUAL. c

Av.'VJt.

2.0(2.8)

217o

3.2

0.1 (0.1)

67

2.7e

12/0.8

2.1(3.1)

18

3.7e

15

16/1.0

2.3(2.3)

11

2.0£

1.3(3.5)

34

18/1.1

1.4(1.2)

33

2.8

98/6.1

1.2(1.4)

23

34/2.1

1.5 (1.3)

30

3.0e

19

48/3.0

0.2(0.3)

52

24/1.5

1.6(0.7)

14

3. cf

0.3(0.5)

82

49/3.1

0.6(2.[)

0

15/0.9

1.0(0.9)

28

1.0

4

0.2(0.2}

0

64/4.0

2.4(1.7)

0

34/2.1

3.4(2.9)

0

5. o£

Parr. Reef/R-10 Buoy

4

0.1(0.2)

0

48/3.0

10.0(3.9)

17

24/1.5

10.1(11.5)

17

3.0

Oceanview Reef

3

0.0(---)

Caes.Bay Bridge ~Jn.
(all tri?S coQbined}

27

1.2(2.8)

3

56/3.5

0.8(2.4)

48

13/1.1

2.0(2.8)

21

3.2b

Trianzle \-.'reeks
(all ~rips combined}

12

0.2(0.3)

43

81/5.1

1.6(1.6)

12

34/2.1

1.9(1.7)

16

3. 7h

18oz/L llb
d

(3rd isl2nd only)
Ches.~igh:

\...,"1

Tow·er Reef

(o££ Cape Henry)
Ches" Light To;..1er

f

(tower s-::ructure only)

Tri. Reef-Lib. Ships
(1-Jebster ~ Haviland)

~ He an

0.0(---)

0.0(---)

2.3

catch per rod hour fo:: all fish caught (kept and released fish coDbined); standard deviation in parentheses

0 Hean weight of fish kept (does not include weight of fish released)

c Hean quality ::ating of overall fishing e:-:::perience for all fishin£; trips. not only for catches of species listed
in this table (1-poor; 2-fair; 3-good; 4-very good; 5-excellent); at least 75% of boat captains interviewed
provided quality rating response~ unless otherwise indicated; no average weight of combined catches presented
because of wide variation in weights among species
d Hean ·weight of fish released~ since all fish "1ere released
: Only 58% of captains interviewed provided quality rating data
= Only 17Z - 27% of captains interviewed provided quality ratinc data
~ 70% of captains interviewed provided quality data
n Only 22;; of captains interviewed provided quality ratins, data

Table 4.

Catch and release rates for spot, croaker~ gray trout. and combined catches of the three species for major fishing
areas frequented by wreck and artificial reef fishermen during 1987; areas listed are those at which these species
were- targeted/likely to be caught; areas not included from Table 3 produced no catches of these species (average
weights of t~kept ~ fish and overall mean trip quality ratings also presented).

Fishing Area

No.
Trivs

Me&"'l

a

Spot
%Rel.

Av.Wt.

b

42% 16oz/l.Olb 2.0(6.6)

Ches.Bay Bridge Tun.
( lst+4th isl; unspec}

15

0.5(1.5)

Isl. Test Reef

14

2.9(10.2)

9

12/0.8

Ches.Bay Bridge Tun~
(3rd island only)

12

0.0(---)

---

----

Cape Henry Wrecks

9

0.4(0.9)

0

Oceanview Reefg

3

0.0(---l

27

0.3(1.1)

Gy~T.n

Mean

0.2(0.7)

Croaker
%Rel. Av.Wt.

Gray Trout

Mean

%Rel.

11% 41oz/2.6lb 0.9(4.1)

7

Spot-Croa~er-Trout

Av.Wt.

Mean

%Rel.
26%

QUAL

49% 36oz/2.2lb

3.4(8.2)

2.9

41

32/2.0

3.6(10.2) 11

2.7

12/0.8

0.5(0.6)

O.Ol(0.02)e 0

40/2.5e

0.01(0.02)e 0

64/4.0e

0.01(0.03) 0

3.7f

12/0.8

0.3(0.6)

0

34/2.1

0.02(0.04)

0

40/2.5

0.8(1.4)

0

2.8

---

----

5.4(3.9)

0

24/2.0

0.0(---)

---

----

5.4(3.9)

0

2.3h

42

13/0.8

1.2(5.0)

11

28/1.8

0.5(3.1)

48

38/2.4

2.0(6.4)

26

3.2

ln
N

Ches.Bay Bridge ~~n.
(ell trips combined}

~ Same as in Table 3
b Same as in Table 3
: Same as in Table 3
a Spot~ croa~er~ and trout not specifically targeted at CBBT third island; principal targeted species were tautog and
seabass with bluefish anC flounder sought to a lesser degree
e
~ Represents only one specimen
r Only 58% of captains interviewed provided ouality rating data
~ Reef site dram~tically enhanced J~ly 8~ 1987 with addition of 40 concrete igloo units
n Based upon 100% response rate of captains interviewed

c

Table 5.

Catch and release rates for bluefish. flounder. and all desirable species combined for major
fishing areas frequented by wreck and artificial reef fishermen during 1987 (average
weights of ''kept 11 fish and overall mean trip quality ratings also presented).

Fishing Area

No.
Trips

~

8

Bluefish
%1\el.

Hean

Ches.Bay Bridge Tun.
(1st+4th isl:unapec)

IS

0,1(0.4)

Gwynn Isl, Test Reef

14

0.0(---)

Ches.Bay Bridge Tun.
Oru island only)

12

0.2(0.5)

0

32/2.0

0,1(0.1)

Ches.Light Tower Reef

11

0.01(0,08)

0

40/2.5 8

0,3(0.2)

0

32/2.0

47%

Flounder
%Rel,

1%

Av.Wt.

All Desirable Species
He an
%Rel. QUAL c
S.7d

27%

2.9

3.7e

II

2.7

2.4£

16

3,7

0.0(---)

2.3h

13

2.0

0,0(---)

2. 1 i

22

2,8

0.0(---)

I. sj

30

3.0

0,0(---)

1.6

14

3,0

1. 21

22

1. om

5.0°

100oz/6.21b 0.1(0.2)

36oz/2,2lb

0.0(---)
0

48/4.0

Cape Henry Hrecks

9

Triangle Wrecks
(non-Liberty Ships)

8 0,006(0,01,) 100

Tugboat ~1reck
{off Cape Henry)

7

0.0(---)

Ches, Light Tower
{tower structure only)

6

0.2(0.4)

Tri.Hreck-Lib,Ships
(Webster. Haviland)

4

0,0(--c-)

0,0(---)

2. 7n

0

Parr.Reef/R-10 Buoy

4

0.0(-··-)

0.0(---)

10.3p

17

3.0

Oceanview Reef

3

0,0(---)

0.0(---)

5.4

0

2.3

19

3,7

0

237/14.8

O.l(O.l)k

ok

640/40k

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ches.Bay Bridge Tun.
27 0.2(0.5)
23
77/4.8
0.1(0,2)
36/2.2
4.0cir----;----;~;
(all trips combined)

Triangle ~1recks
(all trips combined)

12 0.001,(0,03) 100

0,0(---)

a Same as in Table 3
b Same as in Table 3
c
d Same as in Table 3
Standard deviation not presented for "all desirable species" because of the ~1ide variation in catches among
all species; mean catch rate includes 1 Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus) and 1 gray triggerfish
e {Balistes capriscus)
f Does not include 11 small "saud sharks" (ap. unknown). all released
Hean catch rate includes 1 black drum (Pongonias cromis)
~ Represents weight of only one fish
Mean catch rate includes 5 Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus); does not include 3 "sand sharks"
i (sp. unkno~m} nnd 1 pinfish (~~ld<2.!:1. rhomboides)
Mean catch rate includes 8 king mackerel {§,. ~-~~~l.~) and 6 false albacore (Euthynnus allettet'atus)
Does not include 9 "spiny" dogfish (most likely Squalus ~thia~_), 4 amberjack (Seriola dumerili) • and

~a~~u~!~~~s!~~~a~~~~~j=~tt~~~~~~~.a~!tr~~~~~~~r

k
catches
1 Does not include 1 11 spiny 11 dogfish (mont likely S. acanthias), released
m Quality rating only t·ept·esents one trip intervieW: ;;o fish-~ere caught
11
Does not include 20 "spiny" dogfish (mont likely S. acanthias), all released
0
Quality rating bm;ed upon one trip only: data not·-x·ecorded for other· trips
P !-lean catch rate includes 6 11 1ing. 11 Hhich \~ere most likely red hake (!:!!'_<2.2!\'i.~i:.!l_ £!1uss)
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Table 6.

Dis~~ibution

of

0

m~ept-£ish ~

catches by fishing area for trips recorded from the general sampling effort during 1987.

Relative and Absolute FreqU,.§:I1CY of Kept Fish
fishing

A-::ea

Total
a
Fish :Kep~

Ches. Bay 5-::id;;e Tunr:.el
(lst+4th isl; unspec.)
Gy~~~

Island Test Reef

'"

598

Sea Bass

24.2% (236) 12.2% (119)

0.8 (5)

SEOt
7.0% (68)

Croa'l(er

Gray Trout

42.4%(413) 11.1% (108)

--- (---)c

81.4 (487)

4.7 (28)

o. 3

13.0 (78)

332

69.9 (232)

15.4 (51)

---

(---)

Light Towe= Reef

289

37~4

60.6 (175)

---

(---)

Wrecks

202

3.0 (6)

41.6 (84)

19.8 (40)

T::-iangle Wrecks
(non-~iber~y Ships)

175

lL;. 9 (26)

85.1 (149)

---

(---)

---

(---)

---

Tt..;.gboat Wreck
(o.:f Cape He:::=y)

161

91.3 {147)

8. 7 (14)

---

(---)

---

(---)

6.3 (4)

68.3 (43)

---

(---)

--

(---)

Cb.es. Bay 3::-:.dge ~r:.nel
(3::-C island only)
Ches~

Cape

"'"'

9... "

Tau to~

~e~ry

Ches. Light Towe::::(tove::" stn.lC::t:.::"e only}

63

(108)

7ri. Reef-Liberty Ships
':\;;ebster~ !-iavilanC}

207

8.2 (17)

91.8 (190)

---

Pa::::-ra:n.ore Ree::/R-10 Buoy

208

1.0 (2)

96.2 (200)

Ocea...-::.view Reef

125

-----

Ches. Bay 3ridge T--.1nnel
(all trips combined)
Triangle Wrecks
(all trips combined)
'I' able 6

1307

382

--

(---)

---

(---)

Bluefish

Flounder

1. 7% (17)

1.2% (12)

---

(---)

--

(---)

3.6 (12)

Other
0.2% (2)b

---

(---)

0.3 (l)d

0.3 (].)

10.2 (34)

--- (---)

0.3 (1)

0.9 (2)

11.9 (24)

--- (--)

(---)

---

(---)

---

(---)

--- (---)

---

(---)

---

(---)

--

(--)

---

(---)

---

(---)

19.0 (12)

--

(--}

---

(---)

---

(---)

---

(---)

--

(--)

(---)

---

(---)

---

(---)

---

(---)

(---)

100 (125)

---

(---)

---

(---)

35.8 (468)

13.0 (170)

5.2 (68)

11.3 (43)

88.7 (339)

--- (---)

(1)

--- (---)
15.8 (32)

31.7 (414)

---

(---)

8.3 (109)

---

(---)

3.9 (51)

---

(---)

cent 1 d

-~ Fishir:.g trips (fishing effort) not equal among sites
~ 1 Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus) and 1 gray triggerfish (Balistes capriscus)
~ No fish caught, or if caught, were released; relative frequency (%) followed by absolute frequency ( )
: Black drum (Pongonias cromis)
; 5 Spa.""list-. mackerel (~. maculatus}
~ 8 king mackerel (Scomheromorus cavalla) and 6 false albacore (Euthynnus alletteratus)
~ P~erjack. Seriola dumerili
n 1'Ling. :: oost likely red hake (Urophycis chuss)

---

----

(---)

(--)

(---}

1.8 (24)

---

(---)

1.7 (S)e
6.9 (14/

(---)

6.3 (4)g

---

(---)

2.9 (6)h

---

(---)

0.2 (3)

--

(---)

Table 7.

Distribution of recorded fishing effort at Gwynn Island
Test Reef site during 1987.
Fishing Effort

l1onth

No. Trips

Relative
Frequency

No.
Rod Hours

Relative
Frequency

Nay

Lf

June

7

11. 7

106

14.9

July

11

18.3

88

12.4

August

11

18.3

157

22.1

7

11.7

93

13.1

October

17

28.3

233

32.8

November

3

5.0

18

2.5

60

100.0

September

Season

6.7%

16

711

a Does not equal 100% due to rounding

55

2.3%

Table 8.

Basic characteristics of fishing trips recorded from random telephone interviews
of fishermen targeting the Gwynn Island Test Reef site during 1987.

Honth

'rotal
Trips

Total

Mean

8

Rod Hrs.

Angl/Trip

Nean
Hrs. Fished

~lean

II Rods

He an
Rod Hrs.

Mean No.

Boats Fishing

May

4

16

2.5

1.8

2,5

4.0

2.3°

June

7

106

3.6

3.7

3.7

15.1

4.5d

July

11

88

2.8

2.5

2.9

8.0

4.0e

August

11

15 7

3.6

3.6

3.7

14.3

6.4£

7

93

3.4

3.4

3.7

13.3

8.7g

October

17

233

3.3

3.6

3.4

13.7

7.8h

November

3

18

2.3

2.7

2.3

6.0

4. 7i

September

b

a Mean number of anglers per trip
b
Hean number of boats observed fishing the site including the boat of the captain
interviewed; in a few instances when 2-3 observations were obtained for the
same day, the observations were averaged providing a single mean daily boat count estimate
~ Observations based upon 3 weekend days (Sat. or Sun.) over 2 weekends
Observations based upon 6 weekend days (Sat. or Sun.) over 3 weekends
e Observations based upon 7 weekend days (Fri.~ Sat., or Sun.) over 4 \'Jeekends
f Observations based upon 5 weekend days (Fri •• Sat., or Sun.) over 4 of 5 weekends in month
g Observations based upon 4 weekend days (Sat. or Sun.) over 3 weekends
h and 1 weekday (8.0 boats per weekday; 9~0 boats per weekend day on average)
Observations based upon 10 Heekend days (Fri.. Sat,, or Sun.) over 4 weekends and
i 2 weekdays (2.0 boats per Heekday on average; 9.0 boats per weekend day on average)
Observations based upon 2 weekend days (Sat. and Sun,) over 1 weekend and 1 weekday
(1.0 boat per weekday; 6.5 boats per weekend day on average)
j Observations based upon 37 weekend days (Fri., Sat •• or Sun.) over 21 weekends
and 5 weekdays (3.0 boats per Heekday on average; 5.0 boats per weekend day on average)
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Table

9~

Catch and ~elease rates for tautog~ seabassp and combined catches of both species for all
months in which ·crips were recorded at the Gwynn Island Test Reef site during 1987 (average
>:veights of .cr~kept~~ fish and overall mean trip quality rating also presented) ..

Mo::-~ti::

No.
-=~

No.
Rod

Hrs~

Hea"'"l

a

Tau tog
%Rel.

Seabass
Av.wt.b

11ean

%Rel..

Av .. Wt ..

Tautog - Seabass
Mea.'>
%Rel. QUAL c

~-:Iz_y

4

16

0 .. 0(---)

(oz/lb) 0.0(---)

(oz/lb) 0.0(---)

N/Ad

~:.:.r::.e

7

l06

OcO(---)

0.0(---)

0.0(---l

2.oe

..--

88

0.0(---)

0.1(0.4)

--

157

0.0(---)

0.0(---)

7

93

0.0(---)

0.2(0.6)

100

"':..7

233

3

18

.Jcc:..y
Augu.st

September
October

100%

0.1(0.4)

100%

- 6f
L.

0.0(---)

2.5

0.2(0.06) 100

3.3

0.03(0.04)£

0%

43/2.7

0.3(2.6)

74

15/0.9 0.4(2.5)

68

2.4

0.6(1.1)

0

48/3.0

1.2(3.3)

45

12/0.8 1.8(4.4)

31

2.og

0.03(0.3)

0

46/2.9

0.2(1.6)

71

14/0.9 0.2(1.7)

62

2.6h

ln

"

l~overWer

Season

60

.... 1 ..,

! .... 1.

~ ~ean catch per rod hour for all fish caught (kept and released fish); with standard deviation in parentheses
D He&;. i..;eight of fish kept (does not include ·weight of fish released)
c Mean quality rati:1g of~ overall fishing trip experience for all fishing trips" not only for catches of
species listed i~ this table (1-poor; 2-fair; 3-good; 4-very good; 5-excellent); at least 86% of captains
, interviewee provided quality rating response, unless otherwise indicated
0
N/l:·,_ - No data available; quality rating question \vas not included in interviews until latter half of June
~ Only 28% of interviewed captains provided quality rating data (2 captains)
~ 86-100% of captains interviewed provided quality rating data unless otherwise specified
6 Fishermen p=imarily began targeting tautog and seabass in the latter portion of October and in November~
thereby changing their fishing strategy from generally fishing periphery of reef area for spot-croa~erh trout to fishing directly over reef material; only 33% of captains provided quality rating data (1 captain)
~~ 75/b of captains in·tervie'\,;~ed provided quality rating data for their trips v overall fishing experience

-:--

Tat:e lOo

__ j _

Catch and release rates for spotD croaker~ gray trout~ and combined catches of the three species for all months
i~ which fishing trips were recorded for-the Gwynn Island Test Reef site during 1987 (average weights of "kept"
fish and overall mean trip quality rating also presented)e
Soot
NoQ

Ko~

~Rod

~lor: t~:

Hrso

Mean

e

%Rel.

Xay

!.;.

1.6

1~0(0 .. 9)

J·Jne

7

1J6

!.~2(Ll)

0

88

L,.2(8.0)

8

Jt:.ly

157

A<.l.£1.15"':

Zo3 (11 .. 2)

Croaker
Av .. "'
wt .. b

38% 12oz/0.8lb

Mean

%Rele

Graz Trout
Av .. Wte

He an

%Rel.

1.7(3.1)

0% 18oz /1. llb

0.6(0.7)

8/0.5

0.4(0.5)

0

24/1.5

0.7(0.8)

0

10/0.6

0.4(0.1)

0

12/0.8

0.5(0.8)

0

SEct-croaker-Trout

Av~Wt:

..

Mean

%Relo

3.2(2.6)

13%

0
N/A

17/1.1

2.2(1.3)

0

2.0e

19/1.2

5.1(8.0)

6

2.6f

2

2.5

11% 40oz/2.5lb

~~.

0

11/0c/

0.1(0.1)

100

----

0.5(0.5)

3

16/1.0

. 2.8(11.1)

ln

QUALe

co
Se:;,Jte:nber
October

Noverrber

7

93

5 .. 2(lr, .. 5)

18

13/0.8

0.6(0.5)

58

20/1.2

0.4(0. 7)

44

27/1.7

6.2(4.4)

23

3.3

17

233

4o0{8o3)

21

15/0.9

0.03(0.1)

0

20/1.2

0.6(1.1)

25

32/2.0

4.6(9.2)

22

2.4

3

18

---

o.o(---) 8

---

OoO(---)g - -

----

0.0(---)g ---

----

0.0(---Jg___

2.0g

;::::~------~~----;~~------;~;(;~~)---~~----~;~~~;----~~;(~~;;---;;----~~~~~;----;.s(~~;)---~~---;~/~~~-----~~;(;:;)--~~---;~~h
.a Same
D
Same
d'- <:'~ame
Same
: Same
r
Same
~ Same
·· Sam·?:

as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as

Table
Table
...,., • ~
laD..Le
Table
Table
Table
Table
Table

9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9

Table

1::.~

Ca~ch and release rates for bluefish~ flounder~ and all desirable species combined for all
mor:.ths in ~·Jhich fishing trips were recorded for the Gwynn Island Test Reef site during 1987
(av-e::-age -v1eights of n~keptn fish and overall mean trip quality ratings also presented) ..

---

l.::'lpS

No
Roc firs.

He a~

~-fay

L;

16

Jur:e

7

J-J-ly
AJ.:[;liSt

Mo::-1th

Septeillbe::October

,.,No.

Blaefish
b
ZRel. Av.Ht.

Flounder
Nean

%RelQ

Av. Ht.

All Desirable S:eecies
%
"
ALe
Meat1
oRc.L.
.QQ_:_

0.0(---)

-----

oz/lb

0.0(---)

---

oz/lb

3.2d

16%

N/Ae

106

0.0(---)

---

----

0.0(---)

---

----

2.2

0

2. of

11

88

0.0(---)

---

----

0.0(---)

---

----

5.2

8

2.6

11

157

----

0.01(0.01)

0

16/1.0

2.9

3

2.5

7

93

0.0(---)

---

----

0.02(0.06) 100

----

6.2

24

3.3

17

233

0.0(---)

---

----

0.02(2.6)

80

48/3.0

5.1

26

2.4

3

18

0.0(---)

---

----

0.06(0.1)

0

48/3.0

1.8

30

2. o·

60

711

0.01(0.05) 8 67

37/2.3

4.2]:1

17h

2.6l

0.02(0.04) 100%

en

'-D

Novembe::

Season

0.004(0.02)8

100

•

2

Same as ir: Table 9
Saze as in Table 9
': Sarr.e as in TaDle 9
c. Standard d.eviation not preseated for nall desirable speciesn because of the wide variation in catches when
combining all s:1ecies
2 s
---9
~
ame as =ootnote
d -lnT ao~e

b

r Sa~e as footnote 2 in Table 9
g Neither of 'chese species were targeted by fishermen except for 1 October trip when trout/flounder were
targeted (see Table 14)
1
n_ ho:1thly a:1d seasor~c.l mean catch and release rates for nall desirable species ~ do not include 13 puffers
(Sphoeroides maculatus) and 12 searobins (most likely Prionotus care linus)~ caught in August; and 11
nsar..d sharksn (sp ~ un._lzno~vn) ~ caught in July; all were released
~ Sa2e as footnote g in Table 9

1

Ta":ile l2Q

Distribution of

.,.,.l<.ept:-fish~w

catches by month·and season. at the Gwyn.n Island Test Reef site during 1987 ..
Relative and Absolute Freguency of KeEt Fish

Tot.al
Yionth
t'~ay

0
"'

Fisb. Ke--c·t
Lt5

a

Ta"G.tog__

b

Sea Bass

Croaker

Gray

Trou~

Bluefish

Flounder

Other

--% (---)

22.2% (10)

60.0% (27)

17.8% (8)

--% (---) .

--% (---)

--% (--)

(---)

---

(---)

51.9 (122)

17.9 (42)

30.2 (71)

---

(--)

--

(--)

---

(---)

(---)

(---)

82.1 (344)

8.1 (34)

9.8 (41)

--- (--:c)

---

(--)

---

( ---)

(---)

84.0 (367)

(--)

(---)

-----

2 .. h, (21)

--% (---)

.Jt:ne

235

Jt:ly

.(cl9

-----

August.

L:-37

--

(---)

-----

Septel:lber

440

---

(---)

---

Oc tobe::

873

0~8

SJ20t

(7)

---

(---)

15.8 (69)

89.8 (395)

5.2 (23)

5.0 (22)

83.0 (725)

0.7 (6)

12.9 (113)

---

-----

(---)
(---)
(---)

0.2 (1)

---

(---)

0.1 (1)

(--)

0.2 (2)c

--- (---) --- (---) 4.3 (1) --- (--)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Novembe::-

Season

23

24-72

2;.3~5

(10)

52.2 (12)

Oo 7 (17)

1.3 (33)

--- (---)

79.4 (1963)

---

(---)

5.3 (132)

13.1 (324)

--- (---)

0.1 (3)

a ~. - .
b ::: :::...sh:::...::g t=ips (fishing effort) not equal among months
:~o fish caught oro if caughtQ were released; relative frequency (%) followed by absolute frequency ( )

c Likely the striped (jumping) mu.lleto Mugil cephalus

0.1 (2)

Table 13.

Targeted species and species groups specified by boat captains
fishing G,;ynn Island Test Reef site during 1987.

Target Species

June

July

August

Bottom Fish

14%

27%

9%

Croaker

14

Spot

14

Trout

~

Oct.

Nov.

Season

2
9

9

9

18

5

18

10

Seabass

Tau tog

25

100

Flounder

14

Spot/Trout
Spot/Croaker

25

Spot/Croaker/Trout

7

12

3

18

27

14

35

22

27

9

14

6

13

9

18

57

13

Seabass/Trout

6

2

Seabass/Tautog

6

2

•rrout/Flounder

6

2

12

10

Unspecifiedb

50

14

Total Trips

,,

7

9

7

11

11

17

3

60

a
l1onthly and overall twason frequencies may not total 1.00% due to rounding
b

Unspecified category rnean6 that bol)t captain did not specify any species
or species group as being targeted by trip in question~ e.g. 11 seeking
anything thut would bite; 11 in a few inntances

not record target species data

61

~

:t:·esearche:cn .iuadve:ctently did

Table 14.

Relative frequency of use of various baits by fishermen at the
Gwynn Island Test Reef site during 1987.
Bait Used 8
§,<ltlid Cut Bait
-~~---

Bloodworm

Crab

Hay

75%

75%

--%

June

71

43

57

14

,July

91

55

27

18

August

91

45

36

27

100

29

14

29

82

29

53

35

67

33

45

38

11onth

September
October

November

Season

84

Clam

MinnotolS

~----

a

b

--%

--%

--%

18

18
14

6
67

24

9

5

Anglers frequently used at least t\om bait types per fishing trip; since
it was not known hoto/ long each bait type was used 0 a single trip in which
multiple bait types to1ere used was counted as a whole trip for each bait type
(baits given full trip weighting); e.g~ for a trip on \Yhich bloodworms and
crab baits were used 11 the assigned bait use value would be one trip for
bloodworms plus one trip for crab bait; bait use frequencies~ therefores
b total over 100% for a given month and for the season overall
Bait type not mentioned as being used by fishermen on any trip during month
indicated
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Table 15o

Monthly and seasonal fishing strategies practiced by boats making trips to the Gwynn Island Test Reef site during
1987--{posit.ioning mode of boat: relative to reef structure; anchored:. dri.ft:ings trolling mode of fishing)o
Boa~

Hon-::::

Fishitig off
E~ge of Reef
.....

:viay

"'w

~-

Positioning Mode

Drifting
Past Reef

(no~

F~chored/Drifted

Over Structure

of trips)

St:art Drift
at Reef

.....

29

1A;2D

11

64

36

lD

11

18

. 55

27

lAID

lA

7

43

14

29

2D

3A

17

71

29

2A

lA

3

100

5%

23%

60

100%D

57%A; 21%D;
14%A/D; 7%A/D/T

2D

lA

A"Jg-Jst

2D; 1A; 2.A./D

lD

lA; lAID

Septeriber

2D; 2.A.; lAID

15%

lD

2D

Seasonal
T:-ol::.. Mode

74%A; 15%D;
!.1%A/D

100%D

---%

A/D

43

S.b~

A~chor-Drift-

~

7

Jt1ly

12%

Drift

1A; lA/D; lAID /Te

lA

Seasonal ?csitio~
Mode (Freq)
L;.sz-

Anch.

---%

lD

f~oveobe::-

-_treauencyb

75%

1A

3D

Total
Trips
4

Ju:<e

9A

Unspecified

8

lA; 1A/Dd

"""'"'

Octobe:-

Anchored-Drifting-Trolling Mode

56%A; 22%D;

22%A/D

55%g

32%

A/D/T

25%

---%

14

14

12%

2%h

h

WitD:..n Position
Strategy (Freq)
~ Captain or researcher did not clarify fishing strategy for positioning boat on reef site
° Frequency distribu~ion based upon total number of trips recorded in interviews for each month

: ~wo (2) boats~ both anchored while fishing off edge of reef site /
One (1) boa~, a~chored part of ti~e and drifted part of time while fishing reef site~ but positioning of boat relative to
reef not speci-::ied
~ One (1} boat a.ncho::-ed, drifted, and trolled on reef site~ but did not specify positioning mode
~ Proportion of boats practicing indicated boat-positioning mode compared to total number of recorded trips (60 trips) for
ent:ire season
0
o Proportion of boats practicing anchored, drifting 3 trollingD etc., mode of fishing compared to total number of recorded
h trips (60 trips) for entire season
Frequenc~es do not total 100% due to rounding

0

Table 16Q

Distribution of fishing trip quality rating responses by month and
season for trips to G\Yynn Island Test Reef site during 1987.
Ovet·all Quali!X of Fishing Trip (Freq, )a

Honth

No._Trips

Poor
--%b

Fair

Good

--%

--%

Very Good

Excellent

Unspecified

flay

4

June

7

July

11

18

9

64

9

0

Aueust

11

27

9

18

18

9

7

0

0

57

29

0

14

October

17

41

12

6

18

12

11

November

3

0

33

0

0

0

67

60

21%

25%

14%

5%

21%

September

Season

b

--%

--%

71

29

12%

--%

0

a Four (4) May trips not included in monthly and seasonal frequency
distributions since quality rating question not asked boat .captains in May:
b frequency distributions based upon 56 trip intervie\IJS
Fishing experience quality rating data question not included in sampling
interviews until sampling- period covering June 15-28
c
Relative frequencies across month and season may not equal 100% due to
rounding

•rable 17.

Conservative estimate of number of fishing trips made to the Gwynn Island 'rest Reef
by month and season during 1987 (does not indicate tl1e nuuilier of different boats
usinlj the site since the same boat might make more than one trip to the reef during,
a weekend and/or month).

No. Actual Obs.a
Nean No.
Boats/fiE D!!J':
l:Jf~ V1 Days
Hay

3/2b

2.3c

June

6/3

4. 5·'

July

i/4

6d

He an No.

Boats/H Day

Total No, Est. Total.
Heekdays
No. Boats

1'+ e

52

6.4

70d

1

9.0

113dg

August
September

Total No.
l:Jeekend Days

October

10/4

2

9.0

November

2/1

1

6.5

14

134h
24i

a

Heekend days (HE) considered to be Friday, Saturday, or Sunday; weekdays (fl) considered to
b be f!onday through Thursday
3/2 - Three (3) weekend day observations over two (2) separate weekends and no weekday
observations available
c
d Based upon observations obtained from interviews as specified in Table 8, including footnotes
Only included '"eekend days in actual periods of weekends durinz which observations made
e
Derived from multiplying value in second column (2.3 boats/HE Day) x value in third column
f (6 weekend days in observation period); rounded to nearest even number
Only 1 v1eekday observation recorded
g Since only 1 Heekday observation available, included only 4 \veekdays of that week in boat
h count projection (8.0 boats/VI Day x 4 H Days)
Two (2) weekday observations recorded on separate days durinr. same week: only I} weekdays
i of that week included in boat count projection (2.0 x '' H Days)
Only counting \•Jeekend days and Heekdoys for week during t-Jhich interviews made, since bad
j weather all but stopped fishing beyond Nov. 2, 1987
Conservative estimate; includes few weekday trips and not all weekends in Hay~ ,June~
or September
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ARTIFICIAL REEF FISHING STUDY
Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point, VA 23062
(Funded by Sport Fish Restoration (Wallop-Breaux) Funds
Through the Virginia Marine Resources Commission)

PARllAHORE
RHF

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

*

11\IANCLE

37°
00'

*

UG!IT TOWER

REEF

ARTIFICIAL REEF AND WRECK STUDY SITES
(Sites to be Re·Buoyed By Late Spring 1987)
LOCATION

LORAN BEARINGS

REEF MATERIAL

PARRAMORE TEST REEF
3.8 N.M. from Parramore

41784.1/27125.4
41741.0/27126.0
41747.5/27125.2
41744.0/27125.2
41738.0/27126.:l

Concreto Pipes
Concrete Igloos

Tire Modules

41746.:l/270H!i.5
41744.0/27095.0

Vessel: Mona Island

Coast Guard Tower on
Course 115 degrees T
PARRAMORE REEF
(Buoy "R -10")
8.7 N.M. from Parramore

Concrete Pipes
Tire Modules
Ves~el:

Walter Hines Paga

Coast Guard Tower on
Course 102 degrees T
TRIANGLE WRECKS
(GA Buoy)
18 N.M. from Chesnpoake Light
Station on Course 071 denrecs T

41391.4/27020.2
41390.7 /27020.!i
41389.6/27020.0
41 :l86.2/2701 B.H

Vessel: Jamos Haviland
Vessel: Edgar Clark

LIGHT TOWEH HEH
S.W. of Chcsaponke Uoht Station

412!36.2/271 O:J.O

60' X flO' llrydock

GWYNN ISLAND TEST ll[[F
1 .3f5 N.M. NE of "Holo·irHhe·Wal!"

41637.2/272()9.4

lire Modulec/Concretc Igloos

CAPE CHARLES TEST REEF
N/NW of Entrance to Cherrystone
Inlet immediately ea!.t of Buoy "C 12"

41541.2/27231.0
41539.0/27231.2
1)1539.4/27230.13

Concrete Igloos
Tire Modules
Concrete Pipes

412£)9.8/2/225.3
41259.1/21225.0

Concrete Igloos
Concrete Igloo~

LITTLE CREEK )alter Aug. 1, 19871
900 yds.off Ocean View Oeach
W. of Little Creek Entrance

Appendix A,

Vessel: Webster
Vessel: George P. Garrison

Chart showing locations of arelficial reef study sites.

ATTENTION
RECK & ARTIFICIAL REEF
FISHERMEN
WE NEED YOUR HELP I The Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) is beginning a two-year
study to develop catch and effort information for determining trends in recreational fishing on Virginia's
artificial fishing reefs. Offshore and Chesapeake Bay sites will be studied. (See chart, reverse side).
,·

The study will help document fishing success rates of experienced fishermen on the reef sites. Study
results will be useful to the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) in maintaining and expanding
its reef program. Primary funding for tt1e study is provided by Sport Fish Restoration (Wallop-Breaux)
Funds administered by VMRC.
PARTICIPATION BY PRIVATE BOAT FISHERMEN IS NEE DEDI If you occasionally fish reef sites,
please fill in a line below so we can contact you several times during the fishing season about your catches.
We promise to be brief and appreciate your help!

NA.J\1E

Appendix A (cont,)

ADDRESS

PHONE NO.

BOAT NAME

Fonn fol' solicitine names and addresses of boaf:.i.ng mvning wreck and reef

fishermen,

Outdoors

Bl2

Daily Press, Sunday, May 10, 198'/

VIMS needs help
to see if anglers
catch fish at reefs

"

'

GLOUCESTER POINT -- Re-

searchers at the Virginia Institute
of Marine Science need our help.
They need to know if we're catching fish on the artificial reefs
that's been planted around the
lower Chesapeake Bay.
For the past dozen years, the
Marine Resource Commission has
spent roughly $350,000 building
artificial reefs in the Atlantic at

such locations as the Chesapeake
Light Tower, some 15 miles east
of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge,
and the Triangle Wrecks, another
15 miles beyond the Light Tower.
Today these reefs are not only
providing excellent recreational
fishing for such species as black
sea bass and tautog, but also provide a sizable commercial catch
for watermen.
Since 1983, VMRC has planted
four reefs in the bay itself, with a
fifth scheduled to be completed
on the old ODU site off east Ocean
View by August of this year. Two
more are located in the Atlantic
just off Parramore on the Eastern
Shore.
Jon Lucy, coordinator for the
VIMS project, said the reefs inside the bay are perfect for such
species as croaker, spot and flounder, but there is Jiltle proof that
fish have taken up residence.
"Part of the problem may be
the sites are really test sites and
rather small in size, and anglers
simply can't locate them," he said.
For example, the Gwynn Island site, located at the southern
tip of the mouth of the Rappahannock River a little more than a
mile northeast of the "Hole-in-theWall, " the passage between the
island and the mainland, is only
about 50 yards by 75 yards.
"We know this site marks well
on a fish finder," Lucy said. "We
know also that some spot, croaker
<1nd even flounder have been
caught there, became we've already spoken with some fishermen who had good results fishing
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Jay
Mundy
Fishing
there.
"What we need to know now,"
he added, "is if the fish have
started to hang around the reef
all season, like they do on thr:' 'lff
shore reefs, or if they're just HJu\-'ing in and out, say with the tide,
or when they're chasing baitfish."
The Gwynn Island sHe, as with
all the sHes, were constructed of
the best material known at this
time, according to Mike Meier,
reef director for VMRC.
The Gwynn Island sHe was
constructed from concrete igloos
and old tires, and fashioned after
designs perfected by the Japanese, world leaders in artificial
reef construction.
They're laid out in a ragged
line, much like the ballast rocks
that make up the foundation for
Bluefish Rock, a popular fishing
spot located just off Grandview
Beach in Hampton. The water
depth around the Gwynn Island
site is about 20 feet.
The reef is normally marked
with three small, white spar
buoys
bearing
the
words
"Gwynn's Island Reef." At the
moment there are only two of the
buoys in place, the third having
blown away with the last northeaster.
"In fact," Meier said, "our biggest problem right now is keeping
the buoys on the site. Anytime
you notice one is missing or damaged, please call me.''
Meier said the buoys will be replaced this spring.
Lucy said it's interestinr~ to
note that more croaker are caught
off the concrete igloos t11an the
t.i r('S.
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"I don't know why at this
time," he said. "Maybe you fishermen have an idea."
Speculation is because the
igloos, which measure nine feet
by seven feet, stand higher off
the bottom than the tire modules.
"Anything standing off the
bottom will grow barnacles and
such much quicker, which attract
bottom-feeder likes croalter,"
Lucy said.
.
The other site in the lower bay
is located north/northwest of the
entrance to Cherrystone Inlet on
the Chesapeake side of the East·
ern Shore, immediately east of
Buoy C-12.
The buoys there have all blown
away said Meier.
The reef lies in 2l) to 35 feet of
water and is laid out in more of a
square than the Gwynn Island

Con<:ralalgloos
Tire module-$
Contrele plpos

:-);
- :!
1:::,

reef.
"There's a little different
situation here than on the western side of the bay," Meier noted.
"The Cape Charles site has produced a few more fish thari
Gwynn's Island, especially small
sea bass, called Black Wills.''
Neither marine expert could
say if the reefs were attracting
large species such as bluefish, red
and black drum, or cobia.
To reach Lucy or Charles Barr,
a graduate student helping on the
project, call VIMS at Gloucester
Point (804) 642-'1166 during work
hours, or after hours leave a message on the institute's answering
machine, at 642·7000.
Me~er
ran he reached at
VMfiC's headquarters in Newport
News by calling 247-226:J.

Ne\•lSpaper .:.lnd periodical cn:ti.c.les on Hallop·-~Breaux reef study

WILLIAM AND MARY NEWS

Wednesday, May 13, 1987

VIMS seeks

information on
fishing reefs
The Institute's Sea Grant Marine Advisory Services Program is conducting a reef
ftshing study to provide tl1< Virginia Marine
Resources Corrunission with an analysi~ of
catch md ftshing effort data. The study will
assist in evaluating the maintenance and ex.
pans ion of exisitin~ as well as new reef sites.
Jon Lucy, professor of marine science, is
coordinator for the study and is being BS·
sis ted by Charles Barr, a graduate student on
the project. Tite work is primiarily funded
from Sport Fish Restoration (WallopBreaux) Funds administered by VMRC.
The Virginia Institute of Marine Science
has begun collecting catch infonnation from
recreational flshern1en using Virginia's artificial fishing reefs.
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VIMs---Continued from p. 2.
Lucy is requesting that fishennen who flsh
t11e reef sites contact him at VIMS. Fish~
ermen who call will be randomly contacted
at various times during the fishing season.
All information on catches will be kept con-

fidential and only summarized in tlte study
report.

Lucy and Barr recently mailed flyers to
marinas and Virginia Saltwater Fishing
Tournament weight stations in anolher at·
tempt to reach fishermen.

Fishermen rnay also contact Lucy at the
following address: Reef Fishing Study, Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester
Poin~ 23062. He can be reached by phone
during working hours at 642-7166. After
hours, callers may leave a message with the
Institute's answering service at 642-7000.
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determination lands 22-pound turkey

~

8
"
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J\cws from all ove~:
.o Here's one of those interesting U1~ngs th:!t c:an !1<1-~pen
tC: ;•ou ll yotfl! get 01.lt in t..ie woorls duling spring turitey
season instead of lying i.n bed dreaming a~t J.ane
P~uley.

'David H.:!rlow of PJcbmood was in the 'PlOOds: r:ea:- z.
Goochland Coonty lake .a few mornil".gs :;.go st S:SO .a.m.
:At that time o( day (day?), hoot owls are S"...Hl calling .u:d
you can bump into trees witbout even suspec'"J:ng they':-e
tlG're.
·Just 2fter d.awn, Da~d he:t..-d 3 gobbl.er tune Ulp across

tn:e lake . He called ;:md called. The gobbler woold <~.nswcr
bat wouldn't walk arou>«l tlM- lake..
·
.David de<:ided to go to the gobbler, so he sneaked
atounrl the i.ake. then called again.
A hen carne to the call and walked right ~t hi.m :rnd
iqto the brush. TI1en she started dudticg for D3viCi, so to
speak. "l dedded to shut up ~md see how well she could
do:· he s.ald.
:The gobbler came to her, Cut got betwee~n tile rear hen
ana D;md. David began Co Chink he'd better start sounding
g{X)d ag<~tn. It w<~.s now or never.
·This time. hen and gobbler came to David's call. '"'Slte
"'?S ieadmg him.'" said David.
·They were still o\lt of rang<:: wlte."l soroelliing went
w:rong. They saw D:1vid b.:Jt zn eye or maybe just got
s>;spl<:IOI.!S. Both fkw.
Davld wz.lte<i half an ~oor. then walked to wl~ere the
b!rds lu<i f,ushe<l. He hit C...'le c.:aller once; the gobbler

award going into the Alabama contest.
The Alabama tournament was won by Teun R.iclty
Chmn. Flr.;t place was worth $32,000.

GARVEY

o Tbe fishing game, or something closely related, bas
recognized another Virginian.
Martin CJavert of Virginia Beach beat a field of seven
finalists wl.th a cast of 692. feet (that's .more than two
football fields l~ld end to eod) to win the Du Pont Stren
Longcasting Virginia/Caroli.nas regional tournament.
Don Kohlm.aD of Newport Ne~ made a east of 650 feet

WDl'EGAiR

3n!>Wered.
H took 30 m~nutes to work him bad;. but finally, after
that three-hour game o! mustcat chairs. the gobbler returned to David.
He w.as a !beaut - Z2 pounds with an H-inch beard.
If <~.t first you don't succeed..
<~>_Woo iJ;;.v~ ~eeps racking up points in national bass
fuh:ng comptetJl!on.
This past weekend. the Chester resident caught 37~
pounds of fighting largemouth b.:~ss during the $137,000
Bassmaster Invitational tournament at Guntersville. Ala.
That was good enough to take 15th place in a field of ~0
of tile country's to9 bass fishermen. Daves' seven bass
were worth $1.:,00 prize money.
With only one more tournament to go before the Bass
Classic in Louisv:lle. Ky .. in August, Daves· outstanding
year of competitive bass fishlng has 2.ssured hlm a Place
m what !S ofte~ called the World Scnes of .angling.
ALso. be was m fourth place for bass angler of the year

to finish 5eC(lnd.

The winners went home with a truckload of fishing gear
and outdoor merchanise. ln addition. Calvert won $500 in
cash. He now advances to the June llinal in Montana.
o As part of a national campaign called "Take Pride in
Am~ca," refuge personnel at the Great Dismal Swamp
N.ataonal Wildlife Refuge near Suffolk are malting an
effort to better acquaint visitors with the !ore, history and
wildlife of the swamp.
On Saturdays and Sundays in May. stall members will
be stationed .at Dismal Town parking lot on Washington
Diteh to provide information and answer questions. Hours
.are !rom 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Information will 2.vaila.ble on pubhc use programs,
grouptoursandstidepresentations.AcccsstoLakeDrummond will be permitted if weather allows.
~If_ you fish saltwater. specifically tbe ship wred:s and
~fictai reefs in Virginia waters. The Virginia Institute

I

o! Ma.r.ine Science (V!MS) at Gloueester Pomt needs your
help.
VIMS is condu-cting 3. .reef study. The purpose is to
mnaly:ze how much the reefs are being used by anglers. as
wei! as attempt.to.measure the success of the reef program,in..helpAng !ish populations.
~we need .to identify a -cross-section o{ -charter- and
private boat fisbennen who fish wrects and art!ficial
reefs for the study to be successful."' said Jon Lucy. VIMS
coordinator for the study.
Over the past several years. a variety of artificial reefs·
have been formed off the Virginia coast and in the Ctles.apeake Bay by sinking barges of tires and even old Liberty
ships.
Lucy asks fisbermen wh<l fish the reefs to contact him.
He in tum will .randomly call anglers at various time:
during tbe fishing season for brief information .about
wreck or artifica! reef trips. All information wd\ be kept
confidential.
Contact Jon Liley,_ Reef Fishing Study, Virglnia Insti·
tute of Marine ScienCe~ Glou-cester Point 23b62. Lucy can
be readied dunng the work week at 804-&12-7166. or after
work or on weekends at the VIMS answering service at
804-642-7000.
A chart of reef sites and their Loran coordlnates ls
available !ree from VIMS.
The reef study is being funde<l primarily through Sport
Fish Resto::ation ~Wallop-Breaux) funds raised through an
~-· ;
·
exc1se tax oo ;;.. ,.,,.,. ,.,.;,

JUNE 18. 1087
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REEF FISHING STUDY
NEEDS FISHERMEN
Tho Virginia Institute ol Marine
Science of the College of Will lam and
Mary recently began collecting catch
information from recreational fisherman fishing the Commonwealth's
artificial fishing reefs. The Institute's
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Services
Program Is cond~J{:tlng a Reef Fishing
Study to help provide the Virginia
Marine
Resources
Commission
(VMRC) with an analysis of catch and
fishng effort data from experienced
fishermen utilizing the state's reef
sites. The study will assist VMRC's
Artificial Reef Program in evaluating
the maintenance and expansion of
existing as well as new reef sites.
"We need to identity a significant
cross section of charter and private
boat fishermen who fish wrecks and
artificial reels for the study to be
successful," said Jon Lucy, coordinator for the study.
Tho work is primarily funded
through Sport
Fish Restoration
(Wallop-Breaux) Funds administered
by VMRC.
Lucy and Charles Barr, a graduate
student working on the project, have
identified approximately 100 fishermen who periodically fish the various
wreck and artificial reef sites. A much
larger cross section of fishermen .is
required for the study to meet 1ts
objective of defining utilization and
productivity of the sites.
Lucy is requesting that fisl1errnen.
who fish the reef sites. contact him at
VI MS. Fishermen who contact Lucy
will be randomly called at various
times during tho fishing season for
briet information about recent wred<
or artificial reef trips. All inforrnat1on
on catches will be kept confidential
and only summarized in the study
report.
Lucy and Barr recently mailed
flyers to marinas and Virginia Salt~

to identify fishermen. Fishermen who
have yet to be wntacted by the
researchers am encouraged to place
their nama on these tryers, which then
will be returned to VI MS. Fishermen
may also contact Lucy at the following
address: Roof Fishing Study, VIrginia
Institute of Morine Science, Gloucester Point, VA 23062. Lucy can also
be reached during the work wook at
(804) 642-7166 or after work hours and
on wook~nds by leaving a message on
the Institute's answering service (804)
642-7000.
Reef sites included In the study are
the Light Tower Roof, Triangle
Wrecks Reef, Parramore Reef and the
test roof sites established by Old
Dominion University under contract
to VMRC. One test reef site Is located
off Parramore Island on the Eastern
Shore. Others are located inside
Chesapeake
just north of Cape
Charles and of Gynn's Island near
Deltaville. A diograrnatic chart of reef
sites and their Loran coordinates is
available free upon request.

Ba(

water Fisl1ing Tournament weigh
stations concerning the study's need
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The Fisherman, Delm;are, Virginia, Haryland Edition,
DELHAF Publ, Corp. Sag Harbor, N.y.

after·school seminars for teachers who
are interested in furthering their
knowledge for future teaching about
the Bay. 1l1crc is no cost to the
classroom teacher, and participating
teachers receive packets of
infom1ation about the Bay.
According to Lee Lawrence, the Bay
Team is a .,foot in the door" in
bringing water resources education
into Virginia's curriculum.
The Bay Team has achieved
national recognition from the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) as one of eight outstanding
environmental education program'i.
The Bay Team is administered by the
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
through a grant front Virginia's
Council on the Environment, For
more information or to request an in·
school visit, write to: The Bay
Team, Virginia Institute of Marine
Science, Gloucester Point, VA
23062.

New Artificial
Reef Site
for Virginia
Fishermen

Virginia's artificial reef program
recently expanded fislling opportunities
for recreational fishennen in the lower
Chesapeake Bay. Coordinated by .d>e
Virginia Marine Resources
Commission (VMRC), the reef
program used "Wallop-Breaux" Sport
Fish Restoration Funds to establish its
third bay reef site in July. Consisting
of fotW concrete igloo structures and
designated as the East Ocean View
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Reef, the buoyed site is located 2,500
yards west of the entrance to Little
Creek off the Ocean View area in
Norfolk (site is shown on NOAA
Charts No. 12220, 12221, 12256).
The new reef is located on the site
of an earlier experimental reef project
initiated in the late 1960's by Old
Dominion University (ODU) and local
recreational fishing interests.
Approximately one hundred wm:;ked
car bodies and at least one menhaden
vessel were initia.Jiy placed on the site.
Prior to deployment of the igloos, a
side·SCaJl sonar survey of the site was
conducted by the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science (V!MS). ODU
researchers dove on the site to take
sediment samples and to help verify
the sonar survey results. As expected,
only pJrtions of the original materials
remained in the area. By fall the site is
expected to begin attracting sea bass
and tautog. Spot, croaker and trout
may also be attracted to the reef.
The design of the concrete igloos is
the result of a three· year study
conducted on test reefs established by
ODU under contract to VMRC. These
11,000-pound, dome-shaped structures,
approximately twelve feet in diameter
at the bf'll' and seven feet high, h"ave
proven-ttl be stable, staying in place
on test reef sites in the Bay off
Gwynn's Island and Cape Charles, as
well as off Parramore Island on the
Eastem Shore. "The redevelopment of
this site is especially significant in
that the concrete igloos were
specifically developed for use as
artificial reef stmctures," according to
Mr. Mike Meier, fisheries reef manager
for VMRC.
As part of an ongoing WallopBreaux funded study of fishing success
rates on the state's artificial reefs,
VIMS' researchers are seeking to
identify fishermen using the East
Ocean View Reef.
The VfMS study, beginning in the
rate fall of 1986, has to date obtained
fishing information from over two
hundred boat owners who fish the state
reefs. Through random telephone
interviews, VlMS' scientists are
seeking to leam which reef sites are
producing the most successful fishini;
trips. The telephone interviews are

brief, no longer than 5 to 7 minutes,
and are designed to gain infom1ation on_.
fishing trips made to any reef site
during the two-week period preceeding
the call. Interviewers ask questions
such as how long the reef site was
fished, how many rods were used, what
was caught, the state of the tide and
current, water temperature and depth of
the water. Also, researchers are
_
interested in lean1ing which part of the
reef was fished: Were catches made
direc!Jy over the reef structure or
around tJ1e perimeter of the reef?
VIMS needs to broaden its existing
list of identified boat owners fishing
reef sites both in t11e Bay as well as
those offshore (the Light Tower,
Triangle Wreck, and Parramore Reefs).
The study requires information from a
large cross-section of reef/wreck
fishermen to adequately document how
the reefs arc performing. "The VlMS'
study is designed to take advantage of
fishermen's knowledge and fishing
experience," says the study's
coordinator, Mr. Jon Lucy. "By
permitting VIMS' researchers to
contact them about reef fishing trips,
recreational fishermen are contributing
to future improvements in the artificial
reef program."
If not already contacted by Lucy or
graduate assistant, Charles Barr, boat
owners periodically fishing the Bay or
offshore artificial reef sites are
requested to get in touch with the
VIMS' researchers. Charts with Loran
coordinates of t11e reef sites, as well as
locations of major wrecks and
obstructions found out to 30 miles
offshore of Virginia Beach, can be
obtained by contacting: Artificial Reef
Study, Sea Grant Advisory Services,
Virginia Institute of Marine Science,
Gloucester Point, VA 23062, (804)
642-7166.
Por more information about the
reef program, contact Mr. Mike Meier,
Fisheries Reef Manager for VMRC, P.
0. Box 756, Newport News, VA
23607, (804) 247-2263.

Virginia Har:Lne Resources Bulletin art:icle on Hallop·-·Breaux reef study,
Va. Har, Res, Bull. 19(3) Fall 1987: 20-·21, VA. Sea Grant College
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.. _1-!IIAT AHTIFICIAL REEFS FISHED

POOR ( ) FAIR ( ) GOOD ( ) VERY GOOD ( ) EXCELLENT ( )

Telephone survey instr~unent for 198'7 sampling effort.

